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Chapter 1
Introduction
When writing any historical introduction, it is difficult to resist the temptation to begin with
"Even the ancient Greeks and Romans have done this and that in this field." This is also true for
the history of muscle research: Hippocrates and his followers thought tendons are responsible
for the motion of the body (McMahon, 1984). Their investigations, however, cannot be considered as true scientific research as, for example, they confused tendons with nerves by using the
same word neuron for both.
The ability of contraction was first assigned to muscle itself by Erasistratus in the third
century B.C., who suggested a pneumatic way of operation performed by the nerves acting as
compressor pipes (McMahon, 1984). He thought that the off axis expansion involved axial contraction. Even though this idea is used successfully in mechanical engineering, this possibility
was excluded by Jan Swammerdam in the early 1660s whose experiment showed that no volume change could be observed during frog muscle contraction (Needham, 1971). He stimulated
a muscle in a glass tube hermetically closed by a drop of water, which made no displacement
during contraction. His experiment has been repeated under slightly different conditions by
Francis Glisson in 1677 with human muscle demonstrating the same behaviour (McMahon,
1984).
Muscle has also been involved in the discovery of electricity: it can indicate the presence of
current by its contraction. However, investigations towards muscle itself, with methods meeting the criteria of scientific research, began only in the second part of the nineteenth century.
It was Kühne (1864) who first used the name myosin for a protein that he has extracted from
muscle with a salt solution. In 1930, Muralt and Edsall (1930) showed muscle’s strong birefringence property, – a special light breaking property (Cardinaud and Bernengo, 1985) – which
later became important for the demonstration of the sliding filament theory, now considered
as proven, but doubted by many at that epoch. Engelhardt and Lyubimova (1939) discovered
the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) consumption of myosin. This finding was a bit surprising at
1
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that time, as enzymes were thought to be little molecules for accelerating some reactions, and
myosin was too big to fit into the prevailing view.
One of the early concepts about muscle contraction was the visco-elastic theory, a false
theory that prevailed for more than half a century (Needham, 1971). This theory states that
muscle acts like a suddenly stretched spring in a viscous medium relaxing to its equilibrium
position with an exponential decay (in case of constant load). According to the visco-elastic
theory, the amount of energy liberated under a certain displacement can be either heat or work,
or a mixture of both, but their sum should be independent of the way of contraction: it should
be equal with the potential energy difference of the spring in its initial and final state. At the
beginning of the 20th century, Hill (1922) studied the mechanical efficiency of muscle. As
thermal techniques became more precise, one of his workers, Fenn (1924), obtained results
strongly contradicting the visco-elastic theory: the amount of energy was not independent of
the time-history of contraction. Fenn found that muscle produces more heat when doing more
work, a phenomenon that could not be fit into a visco-elastic view where more heat would
trigger less work and vice-versa (Rall, 1982).
There were many attempts to model muscle with ‘classical’ macroscopic elements (i.e.
linear springs, dashpots and tension generators), but there were always new experiments contradicting some of the predictions of the models. Not just the theories, but also the experiments
were often responsible for the discrepancies: it was difficult or nearly impossible to synchronize values obtained from different experimental setups, as muscle tissue is not optimized for
laboratory measurements: it is not easy to fix any force transducer at the end of the little muscle
pieces (usually 20-60 mm long); it is not easy to homogeneously activate the whole tissue, as
it is not easy to fill muscle homogeneously with Ca2 + ions which are required for activation.
When the same specimen is used for several cycles it has to be artificially relaxed with a solution that ‘pumps up’ the specimen: the cross section can even increase by a factor of 2. In view
of these facts, and the fact that the internal structure of muscle was not known at that epoch, it
is easy to understand why so many different theories and methods (e.g. active state concept of
Hill (1922), quick release method of Ritchie (1954)) have been developed at that time as none
of them was really convenient.
Meanwhile, the biochemical approaches and techniques were continuously progressing and
applied to understand and reveal the phenomena occurring at microscopic level in search for the
element responsible for contraction. Before finding the contractile part, the different elements
themselves (mostly proteins) had to be discovered which took more than a century. The list
of elements is still continuously growing by discovering new components of the contractile
machinery, or by the division of previously found elements.
There are many proteins within muscle tissue, the main parts are the following (see Fig. 1.3):
the actin filament (Berro et al., 2006; Bourdieu et al., 1995; Brangwynne et al., 2007; Bremer
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et al., 1991; Gittes et al., 1993) is an elongated chain-like polymer composed of globular actin
monomers; the crossbridges (or S1 in the figure) (Eisenberg and Hill, 1978; Huxley, A. F., 2000;
Stewart et al., 1987; Schappacher-Tilp et al., 2010) are the active force generator elements that
walk along actin; the thick filament (Hooper et al., 2008; Sosa et al., 1994; Miller et al., 2010),
which is a bundle of the ‘tails’ (called Light Meromyosin (Burns et al., 1995; Highsmith et al.,
1977), LMM in figure) of myosin molecules.
With the development of microscopy and X-ray techniques, Huxley, H. E. (1953) showed
that filaments’ length remains constant during contraction which contradicted the theories
based on shortening of some of the filaments. It was the Sliding filament theory (Huxley, A.
F. and Niedergerke, 1954; Huxley, H. E. and Hanson, 1954) that gave a comprehensive explanation for the internal structure of muscle, and its basic functional unit, the sarcomere.
In Fig. 1.1, successive magnifications show how muscle is built up as a composition of sarcomeres. There are many proteins inside the sarcomere, but the ‘main frame’ of the contractile
apparatus is built up from myosin and actin. The importance of the sliding filament theory is
well pointed out by Szent-Györgyi (2004), who states that ‘Until the epoch making papers of
1954, the idea that movement might result from a process other than the shortening of molecular structures had just not been considered.’ Further development in experimental techniques
after the results of Huxley, H. E. (1953) led to a detailed description of the sarcomere, see Fig.
1.2.
Myosin is a molecule a bit resembling to a flower with two heads (see Fig. 1.3). A long,
double stranded protein chain, called Light Meromyosin (LMM) can be considered as a stalk,
continuing in a subunit called Subfragment-2 (S2), and then forking in two Subfragment-1
(S1, or crossbridge) at each end as ‘flowers’. The mechanical work is performed in the two
separate S1 parts: each of them contains a so called Motor domain (dark green in Fig. 1.3),
where the breakdown of the substrate takes place (like the burning of fuel in cars’ engine), and
another element called lever arm (light green in Fig. 1.3), which performs a 70-degree rotation
(Goldman, 1998) in every powerstroke, see Sec.1.1. As later on, we will introduce an Internal
lever arm besides the lever arm, we will call the lever arm External lever arm for the sake
of clear distinction. In muscle tissue myosin molecules assemble in bundles creating the thick
filament (red in Fig. 1.2).
An important consequence of the sliding filament theory was that it directed researchers’
interest towards the crossbridges (S1, see Fig. 1.3). The contraction is performed by the crossbridges (green in Fig. 1.2), walking along actin filaments (blue in Fig. 1.2), leading to a shortening of about 35 percent, from an initial length of 2.1µm to a length below 1.5µm.
Figure 1.3 gives the explanation for the roman number II in the name of myosin II: it refers
to the two Subfragment-1s, for distinguishing from other myosins with just one head at the
end. (In fact, after myosin II, Myosin I was discovered, with a single head at its end. Later
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Figure 1.1: Successive magnifications showing the basic functional unit of muscle called sarcomere. Figure adapted via http://www.britannica.com from the source indicated in the bottom
left corner.

myosin filaments

actin filaments

(a)

myosin cross bridges

sarcomere

(b)

Figure 1.2: Sketch of a sarcomere in (a) resting and in (b) contracted state. Myosin II crossbridges pull the myosin filaments along the actin filaments, which results in a shortening of the
sarcomere and hence in the contraction of the muscle tissue.
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(External) lever arm

S2

LMM

S2

S1

LMM

Figure 1.3: Sketch of one myosin molecule. Black parts adapted from Bagshaw (1993). A
coloured copy of myosin molecule have been drawn for easier identification of the elements
of Chapters 3 and 4. S1 contains the Motor domain and the (External) lever arm. (Later on, in
Chapters 3 and 4, we will introduce an Internal lever arm.) The length of S1 is 15 nm, while
S2 is 60 nm (Bagshaw, 1993). The hatched region indicates the thick filament, a bundle of the
LMM’s of the 300 myosins of the sarcomere.
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Figure 1.4: The four strokes of myosin’s enzymatic cycle determined by Lymn and Taylor
(1971). Figure adapted from Fischer et al. (2005). Actin filaments are indicated by white circles, as the polymer is an assembly of globular actin monomers. In this image, myosin walks
downwards on the vertical actin filaments. Subfragment-2s are indicated by thin white rectangles at the terminal ends of the yellow lever arms. Subfragment-1 is the yellow, red and green
part together.

on, other myosins were discovered till myosin 35 up to now, but the numbering logic cannot
be applied any more: from myosin 3, the number does not refer to the number of heads, but
mainly the chronology of discoveries.) From now on, if not indicated otherwise, myosin will
refer to skeletal muscle myosin II. (However, there are various types of myosin II: smooth
muscle myosin II, heart muscle myosin, nonmuscle myosin II.)
The track where myosin can walk is the actin filament (blue in Fig. 1.2), which is a long
polymer of globular actin monomers, fixed to the terminal ends (purple vertical lines in Fig. 1.2)
of the sarcomere. During contraction, actin filaments of the two sides (and thus the purple
ends of the sarcomere) are pulled toward each other as myosin crossbridges walk along them.
Meanwhile, every sarcomere performs the 35 percent shortening mentioned above, leading to
the same amount of shortening of the whole biceps in Fig. 1.1.

1.1. THE FOUR STROKES OF THE LYMN-TAYLOR CYCLE

1.1
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The four strokes of the Lymn-Taylor cycle

Enzymes take part in chemical reactions where their spatial structure (conformation) might
temporarily change but is retained by the end of the reaction: they can be considered catalysts
speeding up certain reactions with a cyclic behaviour. Motor proteins, like myosin II, are special
types of enzymes. Besides catalyzing reactions, they transfer energy from chemical to mechanical form with great efficiency. Chemical energy is stored in adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and
myosin II helps ATP to release a phosphate ion (Pi) to become adenosine diphosphate (ADP),
while energy is liberated. Myosin II uses this energy to provide muscle contraction (Tawada and
Sekimoto, 1991; Highsmith, 1999; Harris and Woo, 2008). Under a nervous impulse, a sudden
rise occurs in the concentration of calcium ions which frees – via special proteins (Milstein,
1966) – the binding sites on the actin filaments so that the myosin filaments can attach to them
by forming crossbridges (Geeves and Holmes, 2005). The crossbridges themselves are myosin
II molecules which, after hydrolysing ATP, can pull the actin filament inward thus shortening
the muscle fiber. When the phosphate ion and ADP are released (Yengo et al., 1999), a fresh
ATP binds to the protein, then myosin II releases the actin filament. The cycle starts over when
the new ATP is converted to ADP and Pi again (Geeves and Holmes, 2005). This cycle was
first described in the famous article by Lymn and Taylor (1971) which states that the cycle of
myosin II consists of four main steps, called strokes, that lead the system through its various
stages, see Fig. 1.4:
1. Detachment from actin: From bound state (I), to detached (II). This is a very quick step
involved by the arrival of a fresh ATP molecule.
2. Recovery-stroke: From detached state (II), to primed (III). Myosin prepares itself for the
next powerstroke by positioning the Motor domain forward. (Actually, ‘forward’ means
downwards in Fig. 1.4: the thick filament together with one of its cables represented with
a thin white rectangle, passes downwards along the actin represented with circles in the
figure.)
3. Attachment to actin: From primed state (III), to bound (IV). Myosin catches hold of actin
just before performing the powerstroke.
4. Powerstroke: From bound state (IV), to ‘post-powerstroke’ state (I). The lever rotates
by around 70 degrees, supporting the thick filament bundle in passing downwards. Even
though this step was thought to be the work generating step for long time, many contradictions have been revealed in recent works by novel experimental techniques (Finer et
al., 1995; Veigel et al., 1998; Ishijima et al., 1996). These contradictions are discussed
further in Chapter 4.
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Myosin’s similarity to macroscopic motors was so convincing for researchers, that it has
deserved the name motor protein. Later on, motor protein has become a collective noun for
all proteins capable of transforming chemical energy to mechanical energy at a high rate of
efficiency. As shown in Fig. 1.4, the Motor domain and the lever arm strongly change their
relative orientation (by 70 degrees) during the whole cycle. This is a crucial feature of myosin
enabling it to meet the high requirements of efficiency, as it can transform the energy and little
chemical changes of 0.1 nanometers to mechanical work and movements up to several dozens
of nanometers.
During the cyclic motion, complicated interactions occur between the several thousand
atoms of myosin, magnifying little chemical changes into huge rotation of the lever arm. This
phenomenon, the secret of motor proteins, deserves the interest of many researchers, and is no
longer hopeless to investigate with novel experimental techniques. To understand the state of
art in this field, we have to apply the biochemical framework based on conformations.
In biochemistry, spatial distributions of the atoms of a macromolecule are called conformations, which, in terms of mechanics, can be considered as a long displacement vector with 3n
degrees of freedom (n is the number of atoms). Like everything on nanometer scale, myosin
is also subject to huge thermal excitation (collisions occur on the picosecond (10−12 second
timescale) (Howard, 2001)), therefore unstable conformations cannot last longer than this extremely short interval which make their visualization and observation impossible with the available methods. Fortunately, much more has been discovered about the stable conformations of
myosin II. This is discussed in the next section.

1.2

State of art, open questions

Since the discovery of the sliding filament theory, much progress has been achieved in magnification techniques (birefringence techniques (Cardinaud and Bernengo, 1985), microscopy
(Winkelmann et al., 1991), X-ray diffraction, etc.). In the past few decades, new techniques
have been invented (X-ray crystallography (Mendelson and Morris, 1997), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR),
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR), etc.) with resolutions below 0.1 nanometers, and with
these techniques the atomic structure of myosin II could be revealed (Klein et al., 2008; FujitaBecker et al., 2005; Gawalapu and Root, 2006; Geeves and Holmes, 2005), which gave a strong
support for the sliding filament theory.
Due to the enormous progress in many fields since the invention of the sliding filament theory, more or less distinct approaches have emerged from different disciplines following different pathways towards understanding the complicated phenomena of the contractile machinery.
In the following subsections, we try to give a short overview of the tremendous theoretical and
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experimental progress made in the different research domains since the invention of the sliding
filament theory, and then we attempt to draw the contour of the ‘leading edge’ of open questions
in the different fields involved in muscle research.

1.2.1 Biophysical approaches
At the beginning of muscle research, many important concepts of classical mechanics have
been applied to muscle such as ‘fuel’ consumption, (thermodynamic) efficiency, maximum of
load, mechanical power, etc.
When muscle became known at a resolution of microns, biophysical speculations became
promising. These theories represented each crossbridge (Eisenberg and Hill, 1978; Huxley, A.
F., 2000; Stewart et al., 1987; Schappacher-Tilp et al., 2010) with a little spring, first in the
famous article by Huxley, A. F. (1957). In the decades following this paper, different models
have been developed with different criteria for the change in the spring and meanwhile varying
the position of the contractile part at different subunits of myosin (Eisenberg and Hill, 1978).
From the 80s, this direction of research has been neglected and then abandoned, as no new
finding could be made with a single spring representing a crossbridge. In Chapter 2 we suggest
a new device that we use in Chapter 3 to model myosin II.
New theories since the 90s have been developed, which used computer simulations considering thermal fluctuations. Even though these models could give an insight into the stochastic
processes involved in myosin’s behaviour, all of them achieved the capability of advancing with
a non-symmetrical external (seesaw-like) actin binding potential, on which myosin was walking along (Jülicher and Prost, 1995, 1997; Jülicher et al., 1997; Mitsui, 1999; Marcucci and
Truskinovsky, 2010). The asymmetry of the actin potential does not seem to be a reasonable
assumption, and no such effect has ever been measured. A motivation of this dissertation was
to set up a more realistic model with capability of advancing without an asymmetrical external
potential. Chapter 4 shows such a model.
It is important to emphasize, that the capability of advancing should be distinguished from
processivity, which is the capability of keeping hold of the actin filament, a property that is
not so interesting for myosin II working in a sarcomere, where several hundreds of heads act
together, and where it is nearly sure to be at least a few heads bound to actin. The processivity
is much more interesting for little assemblies of motor proteins. Among myosins, myosin V
works in the least possible array: there are pairs of two Motor domains which walk along actin
like two feet (Rosenfeld and Sweeney, 2004; Vilfan, 2005, 2009; Craig and Linke, 2009; De
La Cruz et al., 1999) and its processivity means that it does not diffuse away from actin, i.e.
throughout the cycle there is at least one head bound to actin.
Many different experiments can be performed nowadays: a complete family of experiments
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has been developed called single molecule assays (Becker et al., 2005; Haustein and Schwille,
2004; Kaya and Higuchi, 2010), where an individual myosin molecule is observed with high
resolution microscopy, and loaded individually with piconewtons (10−12 N). The most notable
experiments are the so called three-bead assays (Finer et al., 1995; Molloy et al., 1995), when
beads are anchored to each ends of an actin filament while a third one is fixed to the myosin
molecule under observation. Piconewton forces are applied in a tricky way: as a laser beam
goes through the bead, it can stabilize its position, because if the bead becomes eccentric with
respect to the laser beam, the laser beam leaves the bead at a different angle. As light has some
material-like properties, to change the direction of the laser beam, force is needed just in the
order of piconewtons. A great advantage of these methods is, that the change of direction of
laser can be very precisely measured while the stiffnesses of the beads can be finely tuned by
the intensity of laser light.
However, some contradictions have been revealed by three bead assays and other single
molecule experiments, as values obtained with these techniques are strongly contradicting previous – widely proven (Hill, 1922; Kushmerick and Davies, 1969; Mitsui, 1999) – measurements about the macroscopic thermodynamic efficiency of muscle. The stiffness of the lever
arm obtained from these experiments was far under those expected from the overall thermodynamic efficiency: Veigel et al. (1998) obtained a stiffness κ = 0.69 pN/nm and a working stroke
size δ = 5.5 nm, while Mehta et al. (1997) got 0.65 pN/nm, Nishizaka et al. (1995) 0.58 pN/nm,
and Ishijima et al. (1996) even much less, 0.14 pN/nm, a value that is impossible to fit into the
current theoretical framework of the powerstroke. With a linear force-displacement function,
the mechanical work performed by a single head is 12 κδ 2 = 10.4 pNnm for Veigel et al. (1998),
9.83 pNnm for Mehta et al. (1997), 8.77 pNnm for Nishizaka et al. (1995), and 2.12 pNnm
for Ishijima et al. (1996), while thermodynamic efficiency would require at least 41.4 pNnm.
(Values above were calculated with δ = 5.5 nm from Veigel et al. (1998) and Yanagida et
al. (2000).) For this reason, Howard (2001) uses a stiffness of 4 pN/nm which is much higher
than the values from experiments, but this was the only way to merge macroscopic (Jewell and
Wilkie, 1960; Linari et al., 2007) and single molecule views.
This problem is closely related to the problem discussed in Chapter 4, a question open
for a long time. Two famous ‘classical’ articles have proposed different mechanisms for the
nature of the powerstroke: the model of Huxley, A. F. (1957) proposed a thermal ratchet (or
so called Kramers mechanism), while the paper by Eisenberg and Hill (1978) suggested a so
called Eyring mechanism. For understanding the difference between the two views, we have to
apply the theory of reaction coordinates.
Any quantity that is related to a reaction in the sense that it changes throughout the reaction,
can be a reaction coordinate. The generality of this definition permits the definition of several
different reaction coordinates for the same molecule: it can be the distance between given atoms
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of a huge molecule, it can be the intensity of fluorescence observed during reaction or the
change of some refractional property of the molecule.
There are two extreme views of how a reaction occurs. In a Kramers (or thermal ratchet)
mechanism (Kramers, 1940), the molecule is excited by thermal collisions and ‘waits’ until a
certain condition is fulfilled by the reaction coordinate (Howard, 2001). This position is then
fixed by a ratchet mechanism in the molecule.
In an Eyring mechanism, a sudden local change occurs first in the initial conformation, and
then the change spreads out in the whole molecule attaining the final conformation.
The theory of reaction coordinate is very useful when applied to molecules of few atoms,
but becomes problematic when applied to macromolecules: it is nearly hopeless to find a single quantity that describes all the complicated phenomena occurring in such huge molecular
assemblies. Despite this difficulty, reaction coordinates are often used in protein chemistry.
In the case of myosin II, an obvious choice for the reaction coordinate is the rotation of the
(External) lever arm. This is useful from many points of view: it can be measured with available
experimental techniques, it is permanently changing during the whole enzymatic cycle, and is
strictly coupled to the powerstroke. However, it is not so strongly coupled with other important
sites of myosin: the nucleotide binding pocket (the site where ATP is bound) and the actin
binding site. Therefore, in case of inquiring around the hydrolysis of ATP, or around the details
of the actin binding process, the lever arm’s angle would not be the best choice as reaction
coordinate.
The title of Chapter 4 is a question: True powerstroke or thermal ratchet? This question,
related to lever arm swing, can be rephrased in biophysical terms: Is the powerstroke an Eyring
or a Kramers mechanism? ‘True powerstroke’ means an Eyring mechanism, as it assumes a
force generating sudden local change inside the Motor domain at the beginning of the powerstroke which governs the whole rotation of the External lever. ‘Thermal ratchet’ refers to a
Kramers mechanism that fixes the ‘lever down’ position after it has been attained by random
fluctuations.
In the book by Howard (2001), a very simple estimation shows that both the Kramers and
the Eyring mechanism can explain the behaviour of myosin II: diffusional predictions give 7
ms for picking up 50pN nm = 50% of the energy of ATP hydrolysis permitting a Kramers
mechanism, while the 40 ms cycle periodicity is more than enough to have a sub-picosecond
local chemical change spreading out in the whole Motor domain, as in the case of an Eyring
mechanism. In Chapter 4 we shed new light on the long time open question about the nature of
the powerstroke.
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1.2.2 Biochemical approaches
Enzyme kinetic methods emerged from biology and chemistry making great steps towards describing the enzymatic cycle of myosin. An epoch making paper in this field was that by Lymn
and Taylor (1971) revealing a four stroke biochemical cycle reminiscent to the phases of a four
stroke car engine. The fuel of myosin II is adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which, during the
four-stroke cycle is transformed into adenosine diphosphate (ADP), and a phosphate ion (Pi).
This occurs in the so-called nucleotide binding pocket, where the arrival of a new ATP molecule
starts up the enzymatic cycle of myosin. The small changes at the nucleotide binding pocket
are magnified by myosin at two major so called functional sites: The actin binding site is the
place where the contact with actin is created, and the Converter domain is where the rotation
of the lever arm is generated.
The release of the products (ADP and Pi) occurs as in Fig. 1.4. Even though the four
stroke cycle has given answers to many open questions, further enzyme kinetic researches have
provided more details which have triggered the division of the four main steps into substeps,
and showed more possible (i.e. parallel) pathways.
An enzyme kinetic description is complete if the forward and backward rates are given
between all of the states. In case of several parallel pathways, these forward and backward
rates give the flux in the different ways, and in many cases, one obtains strongly differing
values, drawing out the ‘main road’ used by the majority of molecules. Even nowadays, lots of
efforts are made in this direction, as new intermediate states can lead to a more precise pathway
description.
A problem with enzyme kinetic studies is that, similarly to all other nanometer size particles, myosin and its motion is subjected to a huge thermal noise, inhibiting the pure observation of its behaviour. As enzyme kinetic approaches do not deal with individual molecules,
but large molecular populations, any intention of observation requires the stabilization of the
desired state for obtaining a sufficient amount of molecules for perception. In the terminology
of mechanics, this means that any observable state has to be a – at least local – minimum of
the potential energy function, therefore no new intermediate state can be discovered without an
influence into the potential energy function by creating a shallow energy valley. This implies
that the observed system is no more identical to the original, unobservable system.
In enzimology, the number of substeps depends on the experimental resolution, thus a basic
problem with enzyme kinetic descriptions is that they are based on the assumption of distinct
chemical states with various transition rates that give the probability of chemical changes per
unit time. Even though this type of models can reveal some mechanical aspects of muscle
contraction, they require an arbitrary selection of states, which makes their validity quite ambiguous. Therefore, when modelling myosin II, we set up a simple model that requires minimal
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influence or arbitrary selection between states.

1.2.3 Bioinformatical approaches
The 0.1 nm resolution of modern imaging techniques and the progress in informatics have
opened the way in front of molecular dynamic (MD) simulations, trying to take all, or most of
the atoms into account.
Molecular dynamic simulations are promising from the point of view that observations
require no influence into the system, and therefore they can give information about unstable
states. On the other hand, no or just limited experimental verification can be done to the pathways found by these methods.
The major difficulty with MD is that, likewise to the hypothetical selection of enzyme kinetic descriptions, many arbitrary decisions are needed because of the high degrees of freedom
of the system: pathway finding methods can easily fail without guidelines, but nobody can verify if the ‘man-made’ guidelines are correct: they can easily exclude the real pathway and force
the system to follow an unrealistic artificial pathway. Due to the complexity of these systems,
you can easily get what you want to see, a temptation always present when adjusting systems
with such high degrees of freedom (DoF).
For understanding the problems with the guidelines, and the difficulties of finding a solution
on the potential energy surface, you can think of an ant that has to go through the Grand Canyon.
What can he know about the lowest pass of the canyon, while climbing on a pebble? Despite
such difficulties, MD labs are making great efforts to exclude the bad pathways and find the
true pathway on the complex potential.
During this research, we intend to establish a model for myosin II having minimal but
sufficient DoF.

1.3

Objectives of the dissertation

Considering the achievements in muscle research up to now, we can summarize the objectives
of this dissertation as follows:
1. We want to set up a low DoF model for modelling the different processes at the different
functional sites of myosin II.
2. We want to minimize the arbitrary influences to the system, therefore we want to set up
a system performing continuous transitions between the different states.
3. We expect the model to reproduce the experimentally observed properties of myosin II,
including the four strokes described in Sec. 1.1.
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4. We want to take the effect of thermal fluctuations into account and give an answer to the
question whether the powerstroke is a Kramers mechanism or an Eyring mechanism.
5. We want to give a deeper insight into the nature of the powerstroke, and we desire to
give a clarification for the contradiction between macroscopic efficiency measurements
on muscle tissue, and stiffness values obtained from single molecule experiments.

The dissertation has four chapters. Chapter 2 inquires towards a simple mechanical model
performing the spatial and temporal separation observed also by myosin II. Then Chapter 3
presents a minimal mechanical model capable of performing the four-stroke behaviour of
myosin II, with other experimentally observed properties. Chapter 4 deals with a long time
open question about the contradiction of muscle’s macroscopic efficiency vs. the efficiency
measured on individual molecules, and makes an end of the contradiction between macroscopic
and single molecule experiments.

Chapter 2
Spatial and temporal separation of the
different functional states of myosin II
In the previous chapter, we have seen many different approaches towards myosin II. We have
mentioned the models of the 70s and the 80s using one spring for each myosin head, and the
molecular dynamic approaches which are trying to highlight fine details of a single myosin
molecule trying to give answers at atomic levels.
We have also mentioned the two functional sites involved in force generation: the actin
binding site and the Converter domain.
The motivation of this chapter was the perception that there is a large gap between the very
simple models of the 80s, and the models of MD with several thousand DoF. As we will see,
motor proteins are highly overdamped systems, where the inertial terms can be neglected. In
this chapter we present a very simple model, which is capable of separating the spatial and
temporal scales of two functional sites of a motor protein.

2.1

Introduction

In engineering systems, damping is usually present (Sztankó, 2005; Takács, 2007), and plays
an important role. In some cases, damping can be so strong that the system is overdamped
(Barkwell and Lancaster, 1992; Starek and Inman, 1995; Malinowska et al., 2005; Chopra,
2006). For example, if we assume a single material point of mass m fixed by a linear spring of
strength k driven by a constant force F0 , in the presence of damping, we can write Newton’s
second law in the form
F0 − cẏ − ky = mÿ,
(2.1)
where y = y(t) is the displacement of the mass, and dots indicate derivation with respect to
√
time t. This system is overdamped if c > 2 km, in that case the mass does not start oscillating,
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it just relaxes towards its equilibrium state (Chopra, 2006).
Overdamped systems are not unique for engineering structures. High level of damping is
found when motion occurs in fluids of high viscosity, like in case of colloidal particles in
magnetorheological suspensions (Helgesen et al., 1990; Melle et al., 2000, 2002) or motion
of flagellar organisms (Dreyfus et al., 2005; Qian et al., 2008). Overdamped coupled penduli
are also used to model Josephson junctions (Qian et al., 1997; De Luca, 2008). In many cases,
the small size and mass of the particles is the reason why the system is overdamped: damping
is proportional to the second, while mass to the third power of the characteristic size of the
particles, for further examples see Gammaitoni et al. (1998); Evstigneev et al. (2004); Shelton et
al. (2005). In some cases, damping can be so high that it dominates the inertial term in Eq. (2.1).
Indeed, we can cast (2.1) into a dimensionless form to be able to compare the importance of
the terms. Measuring time in units of τ = c/k, displacements in units of L = F0 /k, so that
the new, dimensionless time variable is t′ = t/τ and the new, dimensionless displacement is
x = y/L, Eq. (2.1) can be written in the form
mk
ẍ + ẋ + x = 1,
c2

(2.2)

where dot indicates derivation with respect to dimensionless time t′ . From this form we can see
that if mk/c2 is much less than one, the inertial term mkẍ/c2 can be neglected. We intend to
investigate such systems where damping is extremely strong. In this case, the system can be
described by first order equations of motion: the damping term, containing the velocity, is equal
to the other forces acting on the mass: the spring force and the load F0 .
We note that mathematically, when the coefficient of the leading order term in (2.2) is very
small, the system is singularly perturbed. This means that the first term, containing the second
order derivatives, only plays a role when the other terms vanish or much smaller. A general
treatment of such systems usually requires special methods, like multiple-scale analysis or
matched asymptotic expansion (Bender and Orszag, 1999). However, our overdamped system
can be treated as that of first order: in our analysis we only take a look at the decaying motion
of the system where the order of magnitude of the accelerations is never larger than that of the
velocities.
The motivation for investigating such very strongly damped systems comes from the observation that molecular systems in living organisms possess such properties. For example, in
case of the motor protein myosin II, measurements serve the following data: the mass of the
molecule is m = 160 × 10−24 kg (Howard, 2001), the restoring molecular forces impose a
spring constant on the order of k = 4 pN/nm (Howard, 2001), while damping is c = 60 pN·s/m
(Howard, 2001). For determining the type of motion, we need to compare the inertial term
with the damping term by calculating the value of mk/c2 . In case of myosin II, we find
mk/c2 = 1.78 × 10−4 ≪ 1 which indicates that the motion of myosin II molecules during
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muscle contraction is highly overdamped, and the inertial term can be neglected safely from
(2.1).
Even a single molecule can have several functional sites, with displacements that can strongly
differ from each other. The displacements are caused by a chemical energy input, transformed
to mechanical energy. In living organisms, special proteins called motor proteins are capable of performing the transformation at a high rate of efficiency. The spatial structure of these
molecules is called conformation which can completely change during the working cycle of the
protein. In the case of myosin II, for example, after the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) the energy gain results in a conformational change at two parts of myosin II: there is a
rotational displacement at a part of the molecule called Converter domain, and another motion
at a place called actin binding site which makes the molecule tend to attach to a filamentous
protein chain called actin (Bagshaw, 1993). To achieve a conformational change, the energy
input has to lead to a different displacement of the different parts of the molecule. Hence it
is of interest to see, through a simple mechanical model, how different displacements can be
achieved in a simple overdamped system under the action of a single force. This is the subject
of Sec. 2.2, how a simple mechanical device can lead to spatial separation, that is, to different
displacements of the parts of a simple mechanical system. We note that these different displacements can be tuned to fit any prescribed values by an appropriate choice of the system
parameters.
In many cases, however, it is not only the final position of the parts of the molecules, at the
end of a conformational change, that is of importance. For instance, the speed of the approach
of the actin filament by a myosin II molecule can be much faster than the motion of its loaded
lever arm. To address this question, in Sec. 2.3 we investigate an extended version of the model
that is capable to provide different speeds while approaching a final state under the action of a
single force. This leads to temporal separation, that is, the time required to reach the prescribed
final displacements can differ strongly for each body of the system. Hence in this system there
is both spatial and temporal separation. Finally, in Sec. 2.4 we draw our conclusions.

2.2

Separation of displacements

The system we investigate in this section is shown in Fig. 2.1a. The two bodies of masses m1
and m2 are connected to point P by linear springs of stiffness k1 and k2 , respectively. This point
P is driven by a force F that might depend on time: F (t). The displacement of point mass m1
is y1 , that of m2 is y2 . The displacement of point P is y. The motion of the masses is damped,
the damping coefficients are c1 and c2 for the two masses, respectively.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Layout of the overdamped system. (b) Free-body diagrams showing the forces
acting on each piece.
The forces in the springs are
S1 = (y1 − y)k1 ,

S2 = (y − y2 )k2 .

(2.3)

The forces exerted on the masses are from these spring forces and from damping:
−S1 − c1 ẏ1 = m1 ÿ1 ,

S2 − c2 ẏ2 = m2 ÿ2 ,

(2.4)

where dots indicate derivation with respect to time. For simplicity, we assume that point P is
massless and is not affected by damping, that is, it serves only as a force splitting device. Hence
the forces have to balance each other:
S1 + F = S2 .

(2.5)

This implies the relation (y1 − y)k1 + F = (y − y2 )k2 , leading to
y=

F + k1 y1 + k2 y2
.
k1 + k2

(2.6)

Substituting this and the spring forces into Eqs. (2.4) gives
k1
k1 k2
−
(y1 − y2 )
k1 + k2 k1 + k2
k2
k1 k2
m2 ÿ2 = −c2 ẏ2 + F
+
(y1 − y2 )
k1 + k2 k1 + k2

m1 ÿ1 = −c1 ẏ1 + F

(2.7)

We can cast this system of equations in a dimensionless form. Let us write force F in
the form F (t) = F0 f (t) where F0 is the magnitude of the force and |f (t)| ≤ 1 the dimensionless force function that describes the time-dependence of the force. Then we can
measure the displacements in terms of L = (k1 + k2 )F0 /k1 k2 , the time in terms of τ =
c1 c2 (k1 + k2 )/[k1 k2 (c1 + c2 )], so that Eqs. (2.7) become
µ1 ẍ1 = −γ1 ẋ1 + κ1 f (t) − x1 + x2 ,

µ2 ẍ2 = −γ2 ẋ2 + κ2 f (t) + x1 − x2 ,

(2.8)
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where xi = yi /L, i = 1, 2, dots indicate derivation with respect to dimensionless time t/τ ,
µ1 = m1 L/F0 τ 2 and µ2 = m2 L/F0 τ 2 are the dimensionless masses, γ1 = (c1 + c2 )/c2
and γ2 = (c1 + c2 )/c1 , with γ1−1 + γ2−1 = 1, characterize damping of the two bodies, and
κ1 = k1 /(k1 + k2 ) and κ2 = k2 /(k1 + k2 ) are the relative spring stiffnesses with κ1 + κ2 = 1.
If the system is overdamped in the sense described in the Introduction, then µ1 and µ2 are
negligible. This leads to the system of equations
γ1 ẋ1 = κ1 f (t) − x1 + x2 ,

γ2 ẋ2 = κ2 f (t) + x1 − x2 .

(2.9)

To solve this set of equations, we introduce the concept of the damping centre, so that its
position is defined as c(t) = γ1 x1 (t) + γ2 x2 (t). In an overdamped system, the damping centre
is similar to the centre of mass in inertial systems: we can solve the system by using the location
c(t) of the damping centre as one of the unknowns and the distance d(t) = x1 (t)−x2 (t) between
the bodies as the other unknown. This way Eqs. (2.9) can be cast into the following form:
ċ = f (t),

d˙ =



κ1 κ2
−
γ1
γ2



f (t) − d,

(2.10)

where we have used the fact that κ1 + κ2 = 1. The advantage of this form is that the equations
are now de-coupled, there is now only a single unknown in each equation. Once these equations
are solved, we find x1 and x2 from
x1 (t) =

c(t) + γ2 d(t)
,
γ1 + γ2

x2 (t) =

c(t) − γ1 d(t)
.
γ1 + γ2

(2.11)

We solve Eqs. (2.10) in the special case of a constant driving force f (t) ≡ 1. In this case
we find


κ1 κ2
c(t) = t + A, d(t) =
+ Be−t ,
(2.12)
−
γ1
γ2
where A and B can be set from the initial conditions. If at the start of a conformational change,
at t = 0 the system is at rest, c(0) = 0 and d(0) = 0, we find A = 0 and B = κ2 /γ2 − κ1 /γ1 ,
and hence
c(t) = t,



κ1 κ2
d(t) =
1 − e−t .
−
γ1
γ2

(2.13)

This means that the damping centre will move with a constant dimensionless speed 1. The
distance between the two masses, after a short transient, converges to κ1 /γ1 − κ2 /γ2 . The
convergence is exponential, with rate 1.
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In the original dimensionless variables the result is





γ2
1
−t
,
t+
κ1 − κ2 1 − e
x1 (t) =
γ1 + γ2
γ1





1
γ1
−t
x2 (t) =
t − κ1 − κ2 1 − e
.
γ1 + γ2
γ2

(2.14)

The first term in square bracket gives a constant velocity translation, which is the same for both
masses. The second term contains an exponential term that decays rapidly, and a constant term
that gives the long time displacement of the bodies. More precisely, we can compute x1 − x
and x − x2 as the distance of the masses from point P, where x = y/L is the dimensionless
position of point P. Using (2.6) we find that x = κ1 κ2 + κ1 x1 + κ2 x2 , which leads to x1 − x =
−κ1 κ2 + κ2 (x1 − x2 ) and x − x2 = κ1 κ2 + κ1 (x1 − x2 ). Using (2.14), in the long time limit
t → ∞ we find




κ1 κ2
κ1 κ2
−
−
, x − x2 = κ1 κ2 + κ1
.
(2.15)
x1 − x = −κ1 κ2 + κ2
γ1
γ2
γ1
γ2

Hence the displacements of the bodies with respect to point P, driven by the force, are different,
hence their positions are spatially separated. This spatial separation depends on the stiffnesses
of the springs and on the relative strength of damping. This is a very important finding in terms
of the conformational changes in molecules: after a conformational change different functional
units of the molecules can end up in separate final states using a similar mechanism.
Note, however, that the velocities cannot be separated this way, the long-time velocity is
the same for the two bodies, and it coincides with the velocity of point P. In the next section we
modify this model to find a mechanical device that, besides different displacements, can also
lead to different velocities of its parts, and hence these parts can approach their different final
states during different time periods.

2.3

Separation of velocities

Simple mechanical devices that can, as we shall see, separate the velocities as well as the
displacements, are shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3. In case of the device shown in Fig. 2.2a the two
ratcheted bars are moved by the rotating cylinders, that, in turn, is rotated by the force F acting
on the third ratcheted bar. As the radii of the cylinders are different, αR for the bar attached to
mass m1 and βR for the bar attached to m2 , and it is R for the force F , we can effectively exert
different forces on the masses. As before, the displacements of the masses are y1 and y2 , while
the displacement of the loaded racheted bar is y.
Figure 2.3a shows a device that separates the forces by applying a lever arm. This works
effectively in the same way as the previous device shown in Fig. 2.2, but only when the horizontal displacement y of the top of the lever arm is small. If this is the case, the two systems
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Figure 2.2: (a) Layout of the force splitting device using cylinders. (b) Free body diagrams
showing the forces acting on each pieces.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Layout of the force splitting device using a lever arm. (b) Free-body diagrams
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work essentially in the same way. The forces acting on the pieces are shown in Figs. 2.2b and
2.3b. Assuming neither inertia nor damping for these force separating devices, we can write the
balance of moments about the pinned point of both devices as
S1 αR + F R = S2 βR.

(2.16)

Here S1 = (y1 − αy)k1 and S2 = (βy − y2 )k2 are the forces in the springs, and from (2.16) we
can express y as
F + αk1 y1 + βk2 y2
y=
.
(2.17)
α2 k1 + β 2 k2
Substituting this into (2.4) we find the equations of motion for the two masses to be
αk1 F
β 2 k1 k2
αβk1 k2
−
y1 + 2
y2 ,
2
2
2
2
α k1 + β k2 α k1 + β k2
α k1 + β 2 k2
αβk1 k2
α2 k1 k2
βk2 F
+
y
−
y2 .
= −c2 ẏ2 + 2
1
α k1 + β 2 k2 α2 k1 + β 2 k2
α2 k1 + β 2 k2

m1 ÿ1 = −c1 ẏ1 +
m2 ÿ2

(2.18)

Note that with the choice of α = β = 1 we recover Eq. (2.7).
Let us, again, cast this system of equations into a dimensionless form. We can measure
the distances in units of L = (α2 k1 + β 2 k2 )F0 /(αβk1 k2 ) and time in units of τ = (α2 k1 +
β 2 k2 )c1 c2 /(αβk1 k2 (c1 + c2 )), then we obtain the new dimensionless equations of motion:
β
x1 + x2 ,
α
α
= −γ2 ẋ2 + κ2 f (t) + x1 − x2 ,
β

µ1 ẍ1 = −γ1 ẋ1 + κ1 f (t) −
µ2 ẍ2

(2.19)

where we use the notation xi = yi /L, i = 1, 2, with dots indicating derivation with respect to
dimensionless time t/τ . The parameters µ1 = m1 L/F0 τ 2 and µ2 = m2 L/F0 τ 2 indicate the
dimensionless masses just like in the previous section, γ1 = (c1 + c2 )/c2 and γ2 = (c1 + c2 )/c1
characterize damping of the two masses. The parameters that differ from the previous, simpler
model are the relative spring stiffnesses κ1 = αk1 /(α2 k1 + β 2 k2 ) and κ2 = βk2 /(α2 k1 + β 2 k2 ).
Note, however, that with the choice of α = β = 1 the old κ1 and κ2 are recovered. Also note
that ακ1 + βκ2 = 1 holds.
Just like for the model in the previous section, we can introduce the concept of the damping
centre, whose position is defined as c(t) = αγ1 x1 (t) + βγ2 x2 (t). We also introduce the normalized distance between the masses as d(t) = βx1 (t) − αx2 (t). With these notations, Eqs. (2.19)
can be rewritten as


α 2 γ1 + β 2 γ2
βκ1 ακ2
˙
f (t) −
−
d(t).
(2.20)
ċ(t) = f (t), d(t) =
γ1
γ2
αβγ1 γ2
The first equation describes how the damping centre is driven by the external force, whereas
the second equation describes how the two masses move with respect to each other.
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In case of a constant force f (t) = 1, with initial conditions c(0) = 0, d(0) = 0 the solutions
are:


α2 γ1 +β 2 γ2
αβ(βκ1 γ2 − αγ1 κ2 )
− αβγ
t
1 γ2
.
(2.21)
1−e
c(t) = t, d(t) =
α 2 γ1 + β 2 γ2
We can see that the damping centre moves with constant dimensionless unit velocity, again. The
normalized distance d between the masses approaches exponentially a steady state value at the
rate of (α2 γ1 +β 2 γ2 )/(αβγ1 γ2 ), this steady state distance is d∗ = αβ(βκ1 γ2 −ακ2 γ1 )/(α2 γ1 +
β 2 γ2 ).
For the dimensionless positions of the masses we obtain


α2 γ1 +β 2 γ2
α
αβ(βκ1 γ2 − αγ1 κ2 )
t
− αβγ
1 γ2
,
1−e
x1 (t) =
t + βγ2
α 2 γ1 + β 2 γ2
(α2 γ1 + β 2 γ2 )2


α2 γ1 +β 2 γ2
β
αβ(βκ1 γ2 − αγ1 κ2 )
t
− αβγ
γ2
1
x2 (t) =
.
(2.22)
1−e
t − αγ1
α 2 γ1 + β 2 γ2
(α2 γ1 + β 2 γ2 )2
The exponential terms disappear with time, and we find in the steady state that the masses move
at constant, but different speeds. Note that the coefficients in each term are different, hence with
an appropriate choice of the parameters (α, β, γ1 , κ1 ), any prescribed final displacement can
be reached in any prescribed time. Hence the bodies have different final positions (spatial separation) and they require different time to reach them (temporal separation). Such simultaneous
spatial and temporal separation in our overdamped system is very important in understanding
the conformational changes of macromolecules. Our model, in essence, is a prototypical mechanical device to investigate the mechanics of conformational changes of the motor protein
myosin II. The energy for the cyclic motion of myosin comes from ATP-hydrolysis (ATP is
burned into ADP and a phosphate ion, Pi), which can be considered as a constant force F acting
on a prescribed displacament, and another force (in the opposite direction) acting on another
distance.

2.4

Conclusions

In biological systems, motor proteins are responsible for many types of motions from cellular transportation through skeletal muscle contraction to peristaltic movements. The number
of molecules acting during the motion is in the range of a single molecule (intracellular transportation) and several thousand molecules (macroscopic movements). There are different approaches and models in different disciplines trying to describe the complicated phenomena
occurring during motion. In mechanics, new perspectives were opened by computational methods creating the research field of molecular dynamics, with tentatives of considering all the
atoms acting together within a protein. However, despite the increasing capacity of computers,
it is not yet possible to model all the atoms of motor proteins, and for the moment, it is hopeless
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to examine complicated structures with several proteins working together. In the present study,
we have found a very simple mechanical device that is capable of separating displacements, and
another one, which can separate both displacements and velocities of two bodies. This way, we
have found a system, which can produce the same basic operation as a single protein: spatial
and temporal separation. This finding is concluded in
Thesis 1 I built up an overdamped mechanical system with negligible inertial forces capable
of splitting the spatial and temporal scales of a motor protein with two mechanical functional
sites. I introduced the concept of the damping center, which can be considered as an analogy
with the concept of the center of mass in systems of non-negligible mass.
Based on (Bibó and Károlyi, 2010).
In the following chapter we use this result to build a model for myosin II.
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Chapter 3
Internal lever arm model for myosin II
In this chapter, we propose an overdamped visco-elastic rigid body model for myosin II, linked
together with springs, where an Internal lever arm is added to the previously investigated (External) lever arm. Our model is based on the significant difference of two springs’ stiffness,
which is responsible for the sequence of steps of the motion (binding to actin vs. lever arm
swinging). The model provides exponential time–displacement curves and many other characteristic phenomena of myosin II, observed in experimental measurements.

3.1

The Internal lever arm model

We propose a new, purely mechanical model for myosin II. It is based on the lever arm model,
but introduces an Internal lever arm besides the conventional (External) lever arm. This Internal
lever arm is inside the myosin Motor domain, and based on Thesis 1, it performs the spatial and
temporal separation for the motion of the lever arm and the mechanism that binds the Motor
domain to the actin filament. The sketch of the model is shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). The springs
model the interactions between the rigid elements of the system.
As we have seen in the introduction, the behaviour of myosin II consists of four main steps,
called strokes, that lead the system through its various stages. Although these strokes can be
identified in our model, we will see that they are not completely distinct steps of the motion,
which leads to a more realistic description for the enzymatic cycle of myosin II.
In our model, the position of a myosin molecule can be described by the following variables:
yM is the displacement of the Motor domain towards the actin filament, ϕ is the rotation of the
External lever arm with respect to its position in relaxed state (Fig. 3.1 (a)), while xT is the
displacement of the attachment point (at the top) of the lever arm to the myosin thick filament,
see Fig. 3.1 (a), where the positive directions of the variables are indicated. The Internal lever
arm also has a degree of freedom: it can rotate around point ‘E’, which is jointed to the Motor
26
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the four strokes of the Internal lever arm model. Brown arrows indicate
the motion of the system during the next phase. The variables are indicated in magenta in (a),
where the spring stiffnesses and the positive directions of the variables xT , yM , ϕ and u are also
indicated. The essential distances along the Internal lever arm are marked in (b). The shape of
the constraint used to mimic the non-binding part of the actin filament is shown in (e). Myosin
advances from left to right in the four strokes from (a) to (d) and in sketch (e). We indicated on
(b) the non-linear rotation of the External lever and the linearized displacements of the Internal
lever with horizontal offsets of α, β, and d, all of them independent from the angle of rotation.
In (e), we indicated the parameters of the geometric constraint. Note that in the derivations of
the equations, the angle ǫ possesses the sign indicated in (e). (Sliding on the horizontal part
implies ǫ = 0.)
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domain, see Fig. 3.1(c) for details. This degree of freedom is u (indicated on Fig. 3.1 (a)), which
is the displacement of point ‘I’ (indicated in (c) of the same figure) with respect to the Motor
domain.
The origin of the horizontal variable x is in the bottom of the first actin binding valley, which
can be far away at left of Fig. 3.1 (a). The origin of the vertical variable y is equal to the position
of the lowest point of the (dark green) Motor domain in case of a horizontal Internal lever arm
and a relaxed spring kM . (From now on, we will use ki both for the stiffness of a spring, and as
a reference for the spring itself.) The initial distance yM 0 between the motor’s bottom and the
deepest point of the binding valley is indicated in Fig. 3.1 (e), while the stiffnesses are indicated
in Fig. 3.1 (a).
Please keep in mind in the following that the vertical variable yM is related to the Motor
domain (dark green in figures), while the horizontal variable xT is related to the top of the
External lever (green in figures). As the lever performs large rotations, the difference in the
vertical coordinates of the Motor domain and the top of the lever will vary during rotation.
We consider the Motor domain to be globular with negligible rotational damping, and we
ignore the positions when the Motor domain is badly oriented with respect to the actin filament.
We assume that if the Motor domain is badly oriented, a very quick reorientation occurs upon
binding. Hence we cancel out this rotational DoF, and this assumption implies the existence of
a support only against moments without inhibiting the displacements in x and y directions. A
moment equation written on the Motor domain would serve this reaction moment of no interest,
therefore we will not use it during the derivations of equations.
According to its ATP content, the model can be in two different states. The first is when the
terminal endpoint ‘H’ of the spring kH (that was previously fixed to the Motor domain) is lifted
upwards with respect to the Motor domain by a distance ∆E . ∆ indicates the displacement
of support ‘H’ with respect to the Motor domain. The endpoint ‘H’ is then fixed again to the
Motor domain, this displacement represents the energy gained from the ‘burning’ of ATP which
is stored now in spring kH .
The second state is the state before converting ATP into ADP. In this case, the terminal
endpoint ‘H’ of the spring is moved by a special value: the Internal lever is moved to a new
position with the same internal energy in springs kM and kL , but this position is calculated as
if there was not any spring kH . (This position can be imagined as an extreme position if the
Internal lever was freed to oscillate.) After obtaining this position, we put kH back but not in
strained position, as it was at its removal, but compressed, with the same energy, and fix the
endpoint again to the Motor domain. We will call the first case, when we have ∆ = ∆E excited
state, and the second case released (but not relaxed) state, when we have ∆ = ∆R . As it can
be derived (with the help of Fig. 3.6) from the equality of the internal potential energies of the
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two states, releasing the Internal lever to its new position implies:
unew = −uold +

kL ϕdβ + kM αyM
,
0.5kL β 2 + 0.5kM α2

(3.1)

where uold is the position of ‘I’ with respect to the Motor domain before the removal of the
spring kH and the release of the Internal lever arm, and unew is its new position. The stiffnesses
and DoFs are indicated in Fig. 3.1 (a), while α, β and d are indicated in (b) of the same figure.
If the Internal lever was not released, the position of point ‘H’ could be obtained with ∆R =
∆E − 2(∆E − uold ) which would mean the conversion of tension into compression, but now,
this has to be corrected by the displacement unew − uold caused by the release of the Internal
lever, therefore we get:
kL ϕdβ + kM αyM
.
(3.2)
∆R = −∆E +
0.5kL β 2 + 0.5kM α2

3.1.1 Strokes of the model
The first stroke begins when energy is liberated, that is, when ATP is converted to ADP and
Pi. As described above, for introducing this energy into our mechanical system, the terminal
endpoint ‘H’ of spring kH is shifted upwards by ∆E (∆ = ∆E ) with respect to the Motor
domain, hence energy is stored now as elastic energy in the stretched spring kH . Before the first
stroke, the myosin Motor domain is separated by an initial gap from the actin filament, that is,
yM = 0, see Fig. 3.1 (e). During the first stroke, because spring kH has become stretched, the
system is no longer in equilibrium, and the Internal lever arm starts to rotate (u increases). This
rotation exerts some force on the main lever arm through spring kL and also pulls the Motor
domain closer to the actin via spring kM . According to Thesis 1, the stiffness of the springs
can be set such that the motion towards the actin filament is much faster than the motion of the
(External) lever arm.
This first stroke of the enzymatic cycle lasts until the Motor domain reaches the actin filament (from Fig. 3.1 (a) to (b) of the same figure). However, the Motor domain may not reach
the actin filament exactly at a binding site, and to model this, we assume that there is a constraint that holds the Motor domain at a certain distance from the actin filament during sliding
(See Fig. 3.1 (e)). This models the lack of attractive force between the non-binding segment of
the actin filament and the Motor domain: between two binding sites, the force exerted by spring
kM is cancelled out by the reaction force of the constraint. During this stage, the Motor domain
is assumed to be transported along the actin filament by other binded myosin II molecules performing the powerstroke, see below. If the Motor domain is close enough to a binding site, it
arrives on an inclined segment of the constraint, the separation between the Motor domain and
the actin filament gradually decreases, and the Motor domain becomes bound to actin at the
binding site. This initiates the second stroke of motion.
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During the second stroke, the Motor domain is bound to the actin filament, see Fig. 3.1 (c).
However, the springs within the Motor domain are still triggered, so they are able now to rotate
further the main lever arm. This is the powerstroke: the main lever arm pulls the myosin filament
forward along the actin filament.
As the springs approach their equilibrium configuration, this conformational change facilitates the molecule to release the phosphate ion and ADP and to get a new ATP. In vivo, ATP
is always present in such a high concentration, that its arrival can be considered as immediate.
The arrival of ATP triggers the third stroke.
When ATP is bound to myosin, the Motor domain can no longer attach to the actin filament,
thus the third stroke begins. In our model, the endpoint ‘H’ of spring kH is placed to its new
position to mimic this conformational change. With the convenient choice of ∆ described in
Eq. (3.2), this step does not change the energy of the system: the compression of the spring
in the released state is the same as the tension in the excited state, hence the potential energy
remains the same. (Note, that at molecular level in physics, it is forbidden to change something
in a molecule in case of an external effect without ‘paying the bill’ with at least a little amount
of energy: otherwise one could build a system with decreasing entropy, for example with two
reservoirs and a special gate opening only for high speed i.e. warm particles, leading to a
cold and a hot reservoir contradicting thermodynamics. Therefore, the tension after the change
should be a little bit less than the compression before. In our model, we keep the energy in
the springs, we pay this bill at the beginning, by considering a little bit less initial energy
0.5kH ∆E 2 , than permitted by the energy of ATP.) The reset of spring kH resets the equilibrium
configuration of the system, so it starts to move again: during the third stroke myosin detaches
from actin (from Fig. 3.1 (c) to (d)).
The fourth stroke is the recovery stroke, when the original equilibrium configuration is
reached again (from Fig. 3.1 (d) to (a)). This new conformation, however, allows for the conversion of ATP into ADP, so the whole cycle starts over if u = 0 i.e. the Internal lever has
become horizontal again as in Fig. 3.1 (a).

3.1.2 General formulation of the different phases
Figure 3.2 shows the forces that act on each part of the model. The motion of myosin II is
exceedingly overdamped, therefore no inertial force appears neither in Fig. 3.2 nor in the equations of motion (Howard, 2001).
When deriving the system of equations describing myosin’s motion, we take the non-linear
geometric effects into account, so the velocity of the myosin Motor domain differs both in x
and y directions from the central point (xL , yL ) of the External lever arm. However, as we do
not know the precise geometry of the internal parts of the Motor domain, we use linearized
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Figure 3.2: Free-body diagram of the model indicating the forces acting on each element.
Colours indicate the origin of the effect: forces in dark green come from the Motor domain,
light green from the Internal lever arm, black from the Internal lever, red from one of the cables
of the thick filament. Orange forces are exerted by the actin filament: SM is the attractive force
pulling the Motor domain towards actin via the Internal lever arm, while the repulsive forces
with subscript ǫ arise from the contact with the geometric constraint of inclination ǫ. Damping
forces are indicated in blue.
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displacements inside the Motor domain: the horizontal offset of α, β d and u are independent
of the rotation, while the External lever’s position contains trigonometric terms, see Fig. 3.1
(b).
Horizontally:
ℓ
ẋL = ẋT − ϕ̇ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ),
(3.3)
2
vertically:
ℓ
(3.4)
ẏL = ẏM − ϕ̇ sin(ϕ0 − ϕ),
2
where xL and yL are the coordinates of the centre of the External lever with respect to the
coordinate system indicated in Fig. 3.1, ϕ0 is the angle of the External lever arm with the
vertical in the relaxed state (Fig. 3.1). Note that in the first equation we have xT , while in the
second yM .
Similarly, the horizontal velocity ẋM of the Motor domain as a function of ẋT and ϕ̇ is:
ẋM = ẋT − ϕ̇ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ).

(3.5)

We want to use damping coefficients based on Stokes’ law, so for calculating the damping
forces acting on the External lever, we have to know its velocity in the axial (i.e. parallel) and
perpendicular directions.
The parallel component:
v|| = ẋL sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) + ẏL cos(ϕ0 − ϕ).

(3.6)

The perpendicular component:
v⊥ = ẋL cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) − ẏL sin(ϕ0 − ϕ).

(3.7)

Values of v|| and v⊥ with the corresponding damping coefficients c|| and c⊥ give the forces
on the External lever. For the signs of v|| and v⊥ , see Fig. 3.4, where their positive direction
is indicated. We use damping coefficients according to Stokes’ law from p. 107 of Howard
(2001), see Sec. 3.1.3 for details.
As an individual head has 4 DoF, we need four equations to describe its motion. The first
equation concerns the horizontal forces acting on the Motor domain (containing the Internal
lever) together with the External lever (Fig. 3.3:
−ẋM cM x − Fc|| sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) − Fc⊥ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) + Fǫ sin ǫ − FT = 0,

(3.8)

where:
Fc|| = c|| v|| ,

Fc⊥ = c⊥ v⊥ .

(3.9)
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Figure 3.3: Forces acting on the External lever together with the Motor domain (including the
Internal lever, which is not shown for clarity). Like in Fig. 3.2, colours indicate the origin of
the effect: force in red comes from one of the cables of the thick filamant, orange from the actin
filament, damping forces are in blue. In this figure, only FǫU P is indicated, because this has
positive ǫ. When FǫLO is acting, all expressions derived in this section are valid, if the negative
sign of ǫLO is considered. (In case of horizontal sliding, ǫ = 0.) Keep in mind that the Motor
domain has a support against moments, therefore it has no rotational degree of freedom. The
corresponding reaction moment is not shown, as it is not used during the derivation.
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Figure 3.4: Left side: relaxed External lever arm (i.e. ϕ = 0) with an initial deviation ϕ0 ≈ 40◦ .
Right side: Forces acting on the External lever arm in a state rotated by ϕ. Colours indicate
the origin of the effect: forces in dark green come from the Motor domain, black from the
Internal lever, red from one of the cables of the thick filament. Damping forces are indicated in
blue. Note that due to the linearization of the internal displacements, the horizontal offset of d
remains constant while the External lever rotates. The moment caused by kϕ is exerted by S2,
which is considered to be permanently horizontal, therefore the moment depends just on the
angle of the External lever.
Fǫ is a – yet unknown – force exerted by the geometric constraint seen in Fig. 3.1 (e), and FT
is the force acting on the top of the External lever. The term Fǫ sin ǫ appears only if the Motor
domain touches the – UPper, HOrizontal or LOwer – geometric constraint. (ǫU P is positive,
ǫHO = 0◦ , while ǫLO is negative, as it refers to an opposite inclination.)
The second equation concerns the vertical forces acting on the Motor domain (containing
the Internal lever) together with the External lever (Fig. 3.3):

−ẏM cM y + kM (αu − yM ) − Fc|| cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) + Fc⊥ sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) − Fǫ cos ǫ = 0.

(3.10)

Similarly to the previous case, the term Fǫ sin ǫ appears only if the Motor domain touches
the (UPper, HOrizontal or LOwer) geometric constraint. SM is the force exerted by the Internal
lever pulling the Motor domain into the bindig valley, see Fig. 3.2.
The third equation is the balance of moments about point ‘P’ for the forces acting on the
External lever arm (Fig. 3.4):
ℓ
ℓ
Fc|| sin(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) + Fc⊥ cos(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) − cϕ ϕ̇ + Dx ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) − SL d − kϕ ϕ = 0, (3.11)
2
2
where cϕ is the damping coefficient corresponding to the rotation of the External lever arm, and
Dx = ẋM cM x − Fǫ sin ǫ,

SL = kL (ϕd − βu).

(3.12)
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Motor domain
Dx

Dy

E

F εUP

S H =kH(∆−u)
CH u

FεHO

xMc Mx

F εLO

yMc My
Figure 3.5: Forces acting on the Motor domain. Like in Fig. 3.2, colours indicate the origin
of the effect: forces in green come from the External lever arm, black from the Internal lever,
orange from the actin filament. FǫU P or FǫLO are present only in case of contact with the
geometric constraint indicated in the bottom of Fig. 3.1. The subscript ‘UP’ refers to the left
(positive) slope of the ‘V’ shaped valley, while ‘LO’ for the right (negative) slope, as myosin
advances from left to right. The third case is the case of a vertical force from the constraint,
FǫHO , see Fig. 3.1 (e). Damping is indicated in blue.
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βL
S L =kL(ϕd−β u)

S H =k H( ∆−u)
CH u

E

u

S M =kM(αu −y M)

αL
L

Figure 3.6: Forces acting on the Internal lever arm. Similarly to Fig. 3.2, colours indicate the
origin of the effect: forces in dark green come from the Motor domain, green from the External
lever, orange from the actin filament.
Here Dx is obtained from the equation for the horizontal forces acting on the Motor domain
(Fig. 3.5).
The fourth equation expresses the balance of moments about point ‘E’ for the forces acting
on the Internal lever arm. Also for the Internal lever arm, we assume that inertial forces can be
neglected: this item serves as a force (and time scale) separating device, and, being inside the
Motor domain, it is assumed to have negligible mass compared to damping. Hence in Fig. 3.6,
we find from the balance of moments that SL βL+SH L−SM αL−cH Lu̇ = 0. Here, linearising
in displacements, the forces in the springs can be expressed as SM = kM (αu − yM ), SH =
kH (∆ − u) and SL = kL (ϕd − βu), where ∆ is either ∆E or ∆R , depending on whether the
myosin is in excited or in released state. From these formulae, we find that the velocity of the
Internal lever arm can be expressed by yM , ϕ and u as:
u̇ =

kH ∆ − uk0 + ϕkL βd + αkM yM
,
cH

(3.13)

where k0 = kH + α2 kM + β 2 kL , and dot indicates derivation with respect to time.
The unknowns in this set of four equations are the variables xT , yM , ϕ and u and the force(s)
Fǫ(i) . Hence Eqs. (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13) must be completed by the following conditions:
• If the Motor domain is not on the constraint (far from actin), the reaction force is zero:
Fǫ = 0.
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• If the Motor domain is on the constraint, the reaction force is perpendicular to the surface,
and as the Motor domain must remain on the surface, it looses one of its degrees of
freedom: yM . See p. 38 for the mathematical formulation of this conditions.
• If the Motor domain is attached to the binding site on the actin filament, it gets fixed and
looses a further degree of freedom: xM . This means a relation between ϕ and xT . See
p. 40 for details.
These conditions with a given load FT make Eqs. (3.8), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13) solvable for
each case after (3.3–3.7), (3.9) and (3.12) have been substituted.
Free floating away from actin
The first case is when the Motor domain floats freely. This leads to an equation system of four
unknowns from Eqs.(3.8), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13):






cxx1 cxy1 cxϕ1 0
cyx1 cyy1 cyϕ1 0
cϕx1 cϕy1 cϕϕ1 0
0
0
0 cuu1







ẋT
ẏM
ϕ̇
u̇





 
 
=
 

qx1
qy1
qϕ1
qu1





.


(3.14)

The damping terms cij1 can be obtained by substituting Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) first into (3.6),
and then both of them into (3.7). The next step is the substitution of v|| and v⊥ into Eq. (3.8),
and the substitution of (3.5) into (3.9). This way, we get the first line of the equation system
of Eq. (3.14) as a function of variables xT , yM , ϕ and u, and their derivatives with respect to
time. It is interesting to see, that even though the damping matrix is a non-linear function of
the displacement variables, the reciprocity cij1 = cji1 holds for each damping element of the
(tangent) damping matrix. Their values expressed by the damping parameters become:
cxx1 = −cM x − c|| sin2 (ϕ0 − ϕ) − c⊥ cos2 (ϕ0 − ϕ),

(3.15)

cxy1 = cyx1 = sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)(c⊥ − c|| ),

(3.16)

ℓ
cxϕ1 = cϕx1 = c|| sin(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) sin(ϕ0 − ϕ)
2
ℓ
+c⊥ cos(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) + cM x ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ),
2
cyy1 = −cM y − c|| cos2 (ϕ0 − ϕ) − c⊥ sin2 (ϕ0 − ϕ),

(3.17)
(3.18)

ℓ
ℓ
cyϕ1 = cϕy1 = c|| sin(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) − c⊥ cos(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) sin(ϕ0 − ϕ), (3.19)
2
2
2
2
ℓ
ℓ
cϕϕ1 = −cLϕ − c|| sin2 (2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) − c⊥ cos2 (2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) − cM x ℓ2 cos2 (ϕ0 − ϕ), (3.20)
4
4
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cuu1 = −cH .

(3.21)

Note, that the differential equation system is non-linear, as all damping coefficients (except
cuu1 ) contain ϕ, one of the basic variables. The load vector q1 of Eq. (3.14) contains all other
terms:
qx1 = FT ,

(3.22)

qy1 = yM kM − uαkM ,

(3.23)

qϕ1 = ϕ(kL d2 + kϕ ) − ukL βd,

(3.24)

qu1 = −yM αkM − ϕkL βd + uk0 − ∆kH .

(3.25)

In our model, when yM reaches the constraint, the state of sliding starts.
Sliding on the geometric constraint
In this case, the number of the degrees of freedom are reduced from 4 to 3, as yM is no more
independent from xT and ϕ:
yM = f (xT + ℓ sin(ϕ0 − ϕ)),

(3.26)

where the function f is a piecewise linear function describing the actin’s surface in (e) of
Fig. 3.1.
Differentiating this with respect to time gives:
ẏM = tan ǫ [ẋT − ϕ̇ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)] .

(3.27)

Meanwhile a force is exerted on the Motor domain by the constraint, always perpendicular
to the inclination:
Fǫx = Fǫy tan ǫ.
(3.28)
In the two expressions above, tan ǫ = f ′ refers to the slope of the surface at the contact with
the Motor domain. According to different slopes, ǫ can be ǫU P , ǫLO or 0, see Fig. 3.1 (e) for
details. In the equation system of the case of sliding, Fǫ appears, but Eq. (3.26) makes the
system solvable. The first three members of the load vector get modified by Fǫ according to
Fig. 3.3:
qx = FT − Fǫ sin ǫ = qx1 − Fǫ sin ǫ,
(3.29)
qy = yM kM − uαkM + Fǫ cos ǫ = qy1 + Fǫ cos ǫ,

(3.30)

qϕ = ϕ(kL d2 + kϕ ) − ukL βd + Fǫ ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) sin ǫ = qϕ1 + Fǫ ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) sin ǫ, (3.31)
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As yM is omitted from Eq. (3.14), we will use its second line – vertical resolution of
forces acting on the External lever arm and the Motor domain – for expressing Fǫ sin ǫ. Taking
Eq. (3.27) into accont:
Fǫ sin ǫ = ẋT tan ǫ(cyx1 + cyy1 tan ǫ)
+ϕ̇ tan ǫ [cyϕ1 − cyy1 ℓ tan ǫ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)] − qy1 tan ǫ.

(3.32)

This can be substituted into Eq. (3.29) and Eq. (3.31), thus we get rid of Fǫ , and obtain the
reduced equation system for the second case:



 

cxx2 cxϕ2 0
ẋT
qx2


 

 cϕx2 cϕϕ2 0   ϕ̇  =  qϕ2  .
0
0 cuu2
u̇
qu2

(3.33)

The damping coefficients in this system are:

cxx2 = cxx1 + 2cxy1 tan ǫ + cyy1 tan2 ǫ,
cxϕ2 = cxϕ1 − cxy1 ℓ tan ǫ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) + tan ǫ [cyϕ1 − cyy1 ℓ tan ǫ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)] ,

(3.34)
(3.35)

cϕϕ2 = cϕϕ1 − ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) tan ǫ [2cyϕ1 − cyy1 ℓ tan ǫ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)] ,

(3.36)

cuu2 = (cuu1 ) = −cH .

(3.37)

The elements of the load vector are the following:
qx2 = FT + qy1 tan ǫ,

(3.38)

qϕ2 = qϕ1 − qy1 ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) tan ǫ,

(3.39)

qu2 = qu1 = −f (xT + ℓ sin(ϕ0 − ϕ))αkM − ϕkL βd + uk0 − ∆kH .

(3.40)

The last equation is the same as Eq. (3.25), just Eq. (3.26) has been substituted in the place
of yM . The same replacement should be made in the equation of qx2 and qϕ2 , as both of them
contain qy1 , a term that is expressed in Eq. (3.23) as a function of yM .
After the substitution of Eq. (3.26) in all three expressions, the load vector will be (nonlinear, but) explicit function of xT , ϕ and u. This enables us to use explicit numerical methods
for the simulation of the system. During simulation, we use Eq. (3.32) to check if the system
has changed its state: if Fǫ turns out to be negative, this means that a pulling force is required for
staying in the current state, therefore it changes back to the first state of free floating discussed
previously.
If the bottom of the binding valley is reached, binding occurs.
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Motor domain bound to actin at the bottom of the binding valley
In this case, the constraints are:
yM = yM 0 ,

ϕ = arcsin

xT − xbind
+ ϕ0 ,
ℓ

(3.41)

where xbind is the horizontal coordinate of the bottom of the binding valley, and yM 0 is the
initial distance between the relaxed head and the bottom of the binding valley, see Fig. 3.1 (a)
and (e). For the velocities, we get:
ẏM = 0,

ϕ̇ =

ẋT
.
ℓ cos(ϕ − ϕ0 )

(3.42)

These conditions cause further reduction in the system, but unlike in the previous case, the
external force (Fǫ previously) is not just a single unknown, as its horizontal and vertical components become unrelated.Fvertic provides the vertical balance of forces acting on the Motor
domain together with the head, while Fhoriz inhibits the horizontal motion of the Motor domain. For determining Fvertic , we use the second line (vertical resolution of forces acting on
the Motor domain and the External lever arm) of Eq. (3.14), and for eliminating Fhoriz present
in the first line (vertical resolution of forces acting on the Motor domain and the External lever
arm), we use the third line of Eq. (3.14), which in the present case is as follows:
ẋT cϕx1 + ẋT

cϕϕ1
− Fhoriz ℓ cos(ϕ − ϕ0 ) = qϕ1 .
ℓ cos(ϕ − ϕ0 )

(3.43)

In the equation above, we have used the two conditions of Eq. (3.42), and the fact that Fhoriz
acts directly on the External lever through point ‘J’, as the Motor domain remains still at the
bottom. For Fhoriz , we get:
i
h
cϕϕ1
ẋT cϕx1 + ℓ cos(ϕ−ϕ0 ) − qϕ1
Fhoriz =
.
(3.44)
ℓ cos(ϕ − ϕ0 )
The first line of Eq. (3.14), considering the presence of Fhoriz :
ẋT cxx1 + ẋT

cxϕ1
+ Fhoriz = qx1 .
ℓ cos(ϕ − ϕ0 )

The reduced equation system of the bound state becomes then:
"
#"
# "
#
cxx3 0
ẋT
qx3
=
.
0 cuu3
u̇
qu3

(3.45)

(3.46)

The damping coefficients in this system are:
cxx3

cϕϕ1
cϕx1 + ℓ cos(ϕ−ϕ
cxϕ1
0)
+
,
= cxx1 +
ℓ cos(ϕ − ϕ0 )
ℓ cos(ϕ − ϕ0 )

(3.47)
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cuu3 = (cuu2 = cuu1 ) = −cH .
The loads are:
qx3 = FT +

qϕ1
,
ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)

qu3 = (qu2 = qu1 ) = −yM 0 αkM − ϕkL βd + uk0 − ∆kH .
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(3.48)

(3.49)
(3.50)

The second equation of (3.46) is the same as the fourth one of (3.14), except that we have
yM ≡ yM 0 = const. instead of the previously variable yM . During the bounded phase, the
reaction force keeping the Motor domain in the binding valley is permanently monitored: if
the calculated horizontal force becomes greater than the vertical force times the slope of the
surface, the Motor domain slides out of the ‘V shaped’ valley.
On the other hand, if the vertical force Fvertic becomes attractive, the Motor domain lifts
out of the binding valley, and begins unconstrained floating again.

3.1.3 Values of parameters
Geometric parameters
Most of the geometric parameters were available from the literature (Bagshaw, 1993; Howard,
2001). The length of the External lever arm is ℓ = 8 nm; the radius of the External lever is
Rℓ = 1.5 nm; its initial angle is ϕ0 = 40◦ ; and the radius of the Motor domain is RM = 2 nm.
Even though our model is a 2D description, the values Rℓ and RM represent the size of the
domains in the third direction: the External lever arm is considered as a cylinder with a radius
of 1.5 nm, while the Motor domain is taken as a sphere with 2 nm radius. Parameter d of the
External lever (shown in Fig. 3.4) is 1.32 nm, for reproducing the magnitude of the rotation of
the External lever arm consistent with experiments (Fischer et al., 2005).
The Internal lever’s geometric parameters were found by parameter identification to reproduce the behaviour of myosin II, presented in the next section, namely: the four stroke cycle of
Lymn and Taylor (1971); the spatial and temporal proportion of the strokes; the stall force; the
transition from the weakly to the strongly bound state; and the energy profile of the enzymatic
cycle. The values obtained are: α = 324, β = 224, and the displacement for the excited state
was taken to be ∆E = 1 nm. The distance of the spring kH from its pivotal point ‘E’ was taken
to unity (see Fig. 3.6), because this parameter does not influence the behaviour of the whole
system. In fact, we found that the best agreement with experiments could be obtained with a
nearly constant moment governing the Internal lever arm. We achieved this with a very stiff
spring (with kH = 5000 pN/nm) very close to the pivotal point ‘E’, thus the spring force was
constant regardless of the rotation of the Internal lever. This positioning close to the pivotal
required a high internal damping parameter cH , see below.
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The initial gap between the relaxed Motor domain’s lowest point and the bottom of the
binding site was yM 0 = 3.6nm, the gap between the lowest point of the Motor domain and
the horizontal plateau was taken to be yHO = 0.3 nm, while the inclination was taken as
tan ǫ = 0.35, see Fig. 3.1(e). These values were obtained by parameter investigation also.
Damping parameters
From the geometric values above, the damping parameters for the External lever arm can be
obtained as (Howard, 2001)
pNms
2πηℓ
= 6.44 × 10−5
,
ln(ℓ/2Rℓ ) − 0.2
nm

(3.51)

4πηℓ
pNms
= 5.521 × 10−5
,
ln(ℓ/2Rℓ ) + 0.84
nm

(3.52)

c|| =
c⊥ =
and
cϕ =

1
πηℓ3
3

ln(ℓ/2Rℓ ) − 0.66

= 1.671 × 10−3 pNnm · ms.

(3.53)

The viscosity of water was taken as η= 0.001 Pas (Howard, 2001). The damping coefficient of
the Motor domain is (Howard, 2001)
cM x = 6πηRM = 3.7699 × 10−5

pNms
.
nm

(3.54)

For the Internal lever, we used two damping parameters: the first was applied if u <
0.045 nm was fulfilled (i.e., the Internal lever was nearly horizontal), and another in case of
u > 0.045 nm. The reason for this displacement dependent ‘biconstant’ damping was the
observation that myosin waits quite long time (several dozens of milliseconds) for the occurrence of hydrolysis, while binding and unbinding occurs in a much quicker way (in a few
microseconds). Thus the Internal lever was ‘slowed down’ near its horizontal position, and
more released in the region of binding and unbinding. As spring kH was put extremely close to
joint ‘E’, both dampings were extremely huge. The stronger damping was 4 × 108 pNnm/ms,
while the weaker was 1.2 × 107 pNnm/ms. It is important to emphasize, that these values do not
indicate any discrepancy of the model, they were selected just for obtaining a nearly constant
moment on the Internal lever arm.
Stiffnesses
Most of the stiffnesses were determined by parameter sampling: kH = 5000 pN/nm; kM =
7 pN/nm, kL = 18 pN/nm and kϕ = 0.07 pNnm/rad. In fact, the omission of kϕ does not
strongly influence the results, the upper point of the External lever arm is nearly a joint between
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the External lever and S2. See Fig. 1.3 for the joint between the lever and S2, and see Fig. 3.4
for the moment caused by kϕ . Note, that the ‘real’ stiffness of the External lever measured by
single molecule essays mentioned in the Introduction is the value which can be obtained at the
upper terminal end of the External lever. At that point (where FT acts in Fig. 3.2), the stiffness is
kL d2 /ℓ2 = 0.49 pN/nm, with the current parameters, which is much less, than the actin binding
stiffness of 7 pN/nm.
Other parameters
When changing the kinematic load ∆ of the spring kH , we required the Internal lever arm’s
rotation to be 91% of its equilibrium value at the end of the powerstroke for initiating the
released state, and we required the Internal lever to be horizontal for the excited state, i.e. for
introducing ∆E representing the burning of ATP. We used the largest timestep for the numerical
integration which gave numerical stability and sufficient accuracy. It was ∆t = 0.0001 ms.

3.2

Simulation results

Equations (3.14), (3.33) and (3.46) with the constraints for each case, give a piecewise nonlinear set of first order differential equations. We solve the equations using the fourth order
Runge-Kutta method with a small fixed step-size (∆t = 0.0001 ms).
The model performs the cyclic motion of Lymn and Taylor (1971), as can be seen in Fig 3.7.
The four strokes are distinguished in Fig 3.8, which is a magnification of a single cycle of what
can be seen in Fig 3.7.
The solid plateaus at 3.5 nm indicate the powerstroke in the actin-bound state of myosin,
while the rest is the three other states.
The quick detachment that can be seen in Fig 3.8 is a feature of our model which is consistent with experiments, as the dissociation of myosin from actin has been proved to be much
quicker than other substeps of the cycle (Bagshaw, 1993; Conibear et al., 2003). Rapid detachment enables myosin to minimize the drag caused in vivo muscle contraction, when a ‘lazy’
myosin head would inhibit other heads in their powerstroke.
In fact, as can be seen in Fig 3.8, about 50% of the powerstroke (i.e. the External lever’s
rotation) is performed before the bound state, while the Motor domain slides on the inclined
part of the geometric constraint. This property of our model is also familiar to myosin: it has
been observed by Veigel et al. (2003) that the powerstroke can be divided into two substeps.
In an enzyme kinetic description, these substeps would be distinct phases of the system, which
would make unrealistic interruption in the continuous motion of the powerstroke. In our model,
as can be seen on the green curve of Fig. 3.8, the motion of the powerstroke is continuous,
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Figure 3.7: Time-dependence curves of an unloaded (FT = 0) myosin head: displacement u
of the Internal lever arm (red), the vertical displacement yM of the Motor domain (blue) and
the lever arm rotation ϕ (green). In this setup, the internal spring kH is close to joint ‘E’ of the
Internal lever, therefore its displacements has been measured in 0.01 nm, for being comparable
with the curves of the other variables. In this simulation the head was released at a binding site,
the cycles are performed around the same binding site.

just its slope (i.e. derivative) changes, when the Motor domain has arrived to the bottom of
the actin binding valley. The explanation for this phenomenon is that after the Motor domain’s
arrival into the bottom, despite the ‘intention’ of spring kH to rotate the Internal lever counterclockwise, the rotation gets inhibited by spring kM , and finally an equilibrium between the
forces of these spring is reached. Meanwhile, the contact force between actin and the Motor
domain is continuously increasing, a phenomenon that has also been observed in experiments,
see text on p. 47. The substeps of the powerstroke are related to the main question of the next
chapter, as they gave a basic motivation for the extended model of the next chapter: even the
current simple model showed that there has to be a considerable hidden part of the powerstroke
at its beginning.
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Figure 3.8: Magnification of one cycle from the previous figure. The four strokes are indicated
in the figure, with a very quick detachment process. Like in the previous figure, the curves
are: displacement u of the Internal lever arm (red), the vertical displacement yM of the Motor
domain (blue) and the lever arm rotation ϕ (green).
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Figure 3.9: The enzymatic cycle is stopped in the case of an unloaded (FT = 0) myosin head:
displacement u of the Internal lever arm (red) is inhibited by the constraint through spring kM ,
as the vertical displacement yM of the Motor domain (blue) is kept at a low constant value. The
Internal lever’s limited displacement limits also the External lever arm’s rotation ϕ (green).

In Fig 3.9 we released a head away from a binding site, where the rotation of the Internal
lever is not enough for unbinding, therefore the cycle stops before the powerstroke. This is also
in agreement with experiments (Bagshaw, 1993), as myosin’s catalytic speed (i.e. the frequency
of ATP hydrolysis) decreases dramatically (with a factor of 100) in the lack of a binding site on
actin.
When the myosin filament is loaded, i.e. FT 6= 0, two things happen: the equilibrium rotation angle of the external (and thus the Internal) lever arm decreases, and the load is trying
to pull the Motor domain away from the actual actin binding site, both leading to a slower
enzymatic cycle. This property of our model is confirmed by experiments, showing myosin’s
resemblance to car engines: the cycles slow down as the load increases. In our model this is
demonstrated in Figs. (3.10–3.12).
Unlike cars’ engine, where the slow-down of the cycle leads to many problems (inefficient
burning, large amplitude resonances, etc.), myosin’s slow down is a useful feature in living
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organisms, because not just the periodicity increases, but also the proportion of the bound state
increases compared to the overall periodicity. When higher load is applied, myosin maintains
tension, which is the case not just for muscle myosin but also for other members of the myosin
family (Kovács et al., 2007; Muthu et al., 2008). As can be seen in Figs. (3.10–3.12), it is the
period of the bound state that becomes longer and longer, as load increases, while the time of
the other states remains the same. The ratio of bound state per the overall periodicity is called
duty ratio in the literature (Muthu et al., 2008).
It has been demonstrated (Howard, 2001), that not just the periodicity of the whole cycle,
but the duty ratio increases, as the load increases, and this property is recovered by our model as
can be seen in Figs. (3.10)–(3.12): the elongation of the overall cycle is caused primarily by the
elongation of the bound state. This is a very useful property of myosin (and also of our model).
When high load is acting on the thick filament, more and more heads stay bound to actin, and
when extremely high load occurs, myosin gets used to the extreme conditions by increasing
dramatically the duty ratio. When an unloaded sarcomere contracts, the duty ratio is around
a few percent (Howard, 2001), while in case of isometric contraction it can rise up to 50 %
(Muthu et al., 2008). (Isometric contraction is a term of the literature a little bit misleading:
it refers to the case, when contraction speed vanishes i.e. there is no contraction at all in this
case.)
As shown in Fig. 3.12, when the load reaches a threshold value called stall force (Molloy
et al., 1995) the cycle stops, myosin cannot reach a conformation suitable to bind fresh ATP.
This is, again, consistent with experiments: the force inhibiting the completion of the enzymatic
cycle has been measured to be above 1.7 pN by Molloy et al. (1995).
When ATP is depleted in muscle, myosin stays strongly bound to actin hence being able
to maintain tension without energy. This phenomenon occurs after death leading to a rise of
even the macroscopic stiffness. This state of the body is called rigor mortis in medicine, and
therefore the strongly actin-bound state of myosin is called rigor state. This property is also
recovered by our model, as shown in Fig. 3.13. At the beginning of the binding process – due
to the higher damping on the Internal lever at that region – myosin slowly approaches actin
(the blue curve of yM slowly increases). After that, the quicker part of binding is completed at
around 8.5 ms. Like in previous figures, the blue plateau indicates the actin-bound state of the
Motor domain. After having bound to actin, a linearly increasing load FT (green in figure) is
applied at the terminal end of the External lever arm. Around FT = 4 pN (twice the stall force)
the Motor domain begins to slide out from the binding valley (i.e. yM decreases).
Furthermore, our system has another experimentally validated feature: it has been proven
(Finer et al., 1995; Houdusse and Sweeney, 2001), that during the enzymatic cycle, there is a
transition at the contact of myosin with actin: partially simultaneously with the powerstroke,
the contact force between myosin and actin increases. This phenomenon is so widely known in
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Figure 3.10: Top: The internal displacement u and the Motor domain’s vertical displacement
yM of an unloaded (FT = 0) myosin head released at a binding site. Blue plateaus indicate the
attached phase. The cycle is completed before 20 ms, as in that moment the internal displacement is again greater than the initial value of 0.011 nm. Bottom: u of a myosin head loaded by
FT =1.0 pN. The cycle is completed around 20 ms, as in that moment the internal displacement
is close to the initial value of 0.011 nm. It is the length of the blue plateau (i.e. the length of
attached phase), that increases, leading to a slower cycle and a higher duty ratio (i.e., ratio of
length of attached state to length of cycle).
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Figure 3.11: Top: The internal displacement u of a head loaded by FT = 1.5 pN. Bottom: u
of a myosin head loaded by FT =1.7 pN. The cycle gets slower and slower, in both cases it is
completed after the plotted 21 ms time window. Meanwhile the duty ratio increases further.
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Figure 3.12: Top: The internal displacement u of a head loaded by FT = 1.8 pN. Bottom: u of
a myosin head loaded by (FT =2.0 pN) In this second case, the cycle stops as myosin can no
longer reach a conformation suitable for binding a fresh ATP molecule (i.e. no change occurs
in spring kH ) and thus the duty ratio rises up to unity.
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Figure 3.13: Blue curve of yM indicating the state of myosin (whether bound or unbound).
Green curve shows the load applied on the External lever arm.

biochemistry, that many articles distinguish the so called weakly-bound state from the stronglybound state. We observe the same behaviour in Fig. 3.14: The contact force (which is the force
in spring kM ) is continuously increasing until the completion of the powerstroke and the arrival
of a fresh ATP molecule. The arrival triggers rapid dissociation, which is an almost vertical
curve in the figure.
And last but not least, consider the energy profile of the model of a single myosin head
shown in Fig. 3.15. The curve obtained from our model is in very good agreement with the
enzyme kinetic values on p. 235 of the book by Howard (2001)
And last but not least, let us consider the energy values obtained from enzyme kinetic
experiments summarized in the table on p. 235 in the book by Howard (2001) as follows:
• The attachment costs 14 kB T = 58 pNnm. During this phase yM rises up to its final
value.
• The powerstroke costs 3 kB T = 12 pNnm. In this phase, the value of yM stays constant,
while the energy decreases due to the rotation of the External lever arm. (Not indicated
for the sake of simplicity.)
• The detachment consumes 2 kB T = 8 pNnm, as the value of yM decreases following a
nearly vertical curve.
• The cycle is completed by the recovery-stroke for an energy cost of 8 kB T = 33 pNnm. In
this period, yM decreases further first with a steep curve and than by a much less inclined
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Figure 3.14: Left: Force in spring kM (red) during two cycles. Blue curve shows the vertical
displacement yM of the motor. Constant plateaus indicate that the Motor domain is bound to
actin.

one according to the higher damping valid at that region.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.15, the values indicated in the figure fit well the data above.
Note, that Fig. 3.15 shows that only about 10% of the overall ATP energy can be performed
as mechanical work in the powerstroke, while macroscopic measurement have shown an efficiency above 50% (Kushmerick and Davies, 1969). However, our system can perform work
during the attachment phase: as the head approaches the actin filament the inclined slope enables the system to perform mechanical work against a horizontal load. In this case the steep
blue curve in Fig. 3.15 between 6 and 9 ms gets less inclined (i.e. the velocity decreases), and
the energy of ATP is not dissipated but used for performing mechanical work. Even though
with an inclination of tan ǫ = 0.35 our model is again reminiscent to myosin II, the problem
with this is that for obtaining the efficiency of 50% mentioned above, the low, 0.35 inclination
implies the existence of some long range interaction that can be justified neither by any experiment nor by theory. As we will see in the next chapter, to overcome this problem we have to
take the thermal fluctuations into account.

3.3

Conclusions

The Internal lever arm model is a minimal mechanical model that is capable of describing the
dynamics of myosin II. It performs the four strokes of the enzymatic cycle of Lymn and Taylor (1971). It provides piecewise exponential time-displacement curves consistent with experimental results. As the motion is continuous, there is no need for arbitrary external influences
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Figure 3.15: Overall internal energy (red) stored in the springs connecting the elements of
the system. The distance yM from actin (blue, measured in units of 0.033 nm) indicates the
different strokes of myosin’s cycle. The dashed brown horizontal lines give the proportions of
the different strokes in the overall energy available from ATP hydrolysis.

resulting in sudden changes between the different strokes, energy is supplied only once in each
cycle when ATP is hydrolyzed. We observed, in accordance with experiments, that the frequency of cycles decreases as the load increases due to the slow-down of the enzymatic cycle
with an increasing duty ratio (Muthu et al., 2008). Our model can reproduce the stall force
(Howard, 2001), the maximum value of the load when the cyclic behaviour stops. In lack of
ATP, myosin II stays strongly bound to actin, and, both in our model and in vivo, only a huge
force can pull the molecule away from a binding site. Based on experiments, it has been suggested (Houdusse and Sweeney, 2001), that during powerstroke the contact force between the
actin and the Motor domain increases, this is also observed in our model. Kinetic experiments
have demonstrated a drastic decrease of ATP consumption in the lack of actin (Eisenberg and
Hill, 1978), showing the energetically efficient behaviour of myosin: no ‘fuel’ is consumed
when there is no chance for contraction. Our model recovers this: the enzymatic cycle cannot
be completed away from a binding site, inhibiting the molecule to make futile cycles. Based on
these observation we can state
Thesis 2 I created an Internal lever arm model for a single myosin head composed of three
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rigid elements with a geometrical constraint that is capable of modelling the four-stroke enzymatic cycle of myosin II. It provides piecewise exponential time-displacement curves consistent
with the following experimental results:
• Energy is supplied only once in each cycle when ATP is hydrolyzed.
• The enzymatic cycle cannot be completed away from a binding site, inhibiting the molecule
to make futile cycles.
• The frequency of cycles decreases as the load increases due to the slow-down of the
enzymatic cycle.
• The ratio of the bound state per the overall periodicity (i.e. the duty ratio) increases as
the load increases.
• There exists a stall force, a value of the load when the cyclic behaviour stops.
• In lack of ATP, myosin II stays strongly bound to actin, and only a huge force can pull
the molecule away from a binding site.
• During powerstroke, the contact force between actin and the Motor domain increases.
• The energy profile of the system is consistent with the values obtained from experiments.
Based on (Bibó et al., 2010).
However, our model neglects the important effects of thermal fluctuations. Also, this model
does not take into account the available data on the shape of the subunits of myosin II. These
crude approximations lead to minor discrepancies between our model and the experimental
results discussed above. In the next chapter we improve our model to get an even better description of myosin II.

Chapter 4
True powerstroke or thermal ratchet?
4.1

The effect of thermal fluctuations on myosin’s behaviour

In the previous chapter we saw, how a simple model of two rigid elements with the Internal
lever arm as splitting device can mimic the motion of myosin II. Despite the fact that we could
find a suitable set of parameters, there was one basic feature of the previous model that could
not be experimentally justified. It is the tan ǫ = 0.35 inclination of the geometric constraint that
cannot be fitted into any experimental or theoretical framework. In the previous simulations,
the depth of the binding valley was yM 0 − yHO = 3.6-0.3 = 3.3 nm, see Fig. 3.1 (e). The width
of the valley can be obtained from the inclination, it is 2 × 3.3/0.35 = 18.88 nm. This means,
that each binding site on actin has a 18 nm wide region, in which the inclined surface leads the
Motor domain into the bottom of the valley.
However, it has been proven that myosin can only bind in a very narrow window of a few
nanometers. Furthermore, no such ‘long range’ interaction is known about myosin that can act
from a 18 nm distance, therefore we tried to increase the inclination for reducing the width of
the ‘attractive window’. This was a hopeless tentative: as the free-energy difference between
the unbound and bound states of myosin is about 60% of the free-energy available from the
hydrolysis of ATP, while the lever arm’s rotation is only 15%(!) of the energy liberated during
hydrolysis, the inclination must be very low for being capable of transforming the ‘vertical
work’ of the bound-unbound states to the ‘horizontal’ work required for muscle contraction.
As we increased the inclination of the binding valley, our model became less and less efficient:
the attachment of the Motor domain to actin did not trigger horizontal displacement and thus
the energy was dissipated in the vertical damping elements. As muscle in vivo has an efficiency
above 55 % (McMahon, 1984), there must be something in real muscle that makes this ‘conversion’ between the energies of the (theoretically vertical) motion of binding-unbinding, and
the horizontal motion of the sarcomere’s contraction. As we shall see below, to find the clue to
55
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this problem, we have to take the thermal fluctuations into account.
Thermal fluctuations are important at molecular level (Isambert et al., 1995; Mehta et al.,
1997). For estimating the influence of randomly distributed thermal collisions on myosin’s
behaviour, let us recall Einstein’s relation (Einstein, 1905) for estimating the magnitude of the
area visited by the Motor domain in one timestep:
D=

kB T
kB T
=
= 109.86nm2 /µs,
cM
6πηr

(4.1)

where the Boltzmann constant is kB = 0.013806pN nm/K, the temperature is T = 300K.
The damping coefficient cM = 6πηr is taken according to Stokes’ law, where the viscosity of
water is η = 0.001pN µs/nm2 (Howard, 2001) and the radius of the Motor domain of myosin
is r = 2nm. A very simple way of imagining the meaning of the obtained value is to say that
myosin ‘visits’ a 10×10 nm2 square in every microsecond. As the Motor domain performs a
one-dimensional search for the next binding site, another estimation can be obtained from the
solution of one-dimensional free diffusion (Howard, 2001) which gives the probability of the
particle at position x at time t as:
−0.5

p(x, t) = (4πDt)

x2
exp −
4Dt




for

t > 0.

(4.2)

Integrating this between [-5 nm, 5 nm] with t = 1µs gives 0.2641, thus the probability of the
molecule being outside this interval is more than 73%. Even though the Motor domain is not
totally free to diffuse away from the thick filament, it can move a considerable distance in a
single microsecond, while the periodicity of the enzymatic cycle of myosin is about 40 ms,
permitting much bigger distances to diffuse. Thus, thermal forces play an important role in the
behaviour of myosin II.
As we have seen in the introduction, both an Eyring and a Kramers mechanism can be responsible for the powerstroke: an Eyring mechanism means a sudden local (i.e. atomic) change
followed by a global relaxation, while a Kramers mechanism means the fixation of a high energy conformation with high internal potential energy which decreases while myosin performs
mechanical work.
In the following, by taking the effect of thermal fluctuations into account, we present a clarifying model for myosin II, which gives a deeper insight into the nature of the powerstroke.
We reveal a strong non-linearity permitting the co-existence of a Kramers and an Eyring mechanism. The performed computational simulations, including thermal fluctuations, point out a
hidden part of the powerstroke, which is experimentally unobservable with the available methods both spatially and temporally: a little conformational change of about 1 nm occurs in the
S2 part of myosin (for S2, see Fig. 1.3), in a very short time.
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4.1.1 The fluctuation-dissipation theorem: A bridge between classical and
statistical mechanics
Our model is based on the fluctuation dissipation theorem (Landau, 1980), which states that
any kind of micromolecular system subject to thermal collisions experiences random forces of
Gaussian distribution with a variance (Howard, 2001):
σi 2 =

ci kB T
,
∆t

(4.3)

where ci is the damping coefficient and σi 2 is the variance of the random force or moment
belonging to the ‘i’-th damping element. This theorem gives a bridge between classical and
statistical mechanics: a molecule with N damping elements can be modelled as a classical
system with a Gaussian random force or moment acting on every element with a variance
described above (Howard, 2001).

4.2

The model

4.2.1 Identifying elements of the model with the discovered subdomains
of myosin II, degrees of freedom of a single myosin head
In the detailed model of this chapter, we consider the real geometry of myosin II.
Hence the new model includes new elements compared to the model discussed in the previous chapter, all of them are subdomains of the Motor domain: the Upper actin binding region (U50, red in Fig. 4.1), the Lower actin binding region, (L50, magenta in Fig. 4.1), the
N-terminal, the Converter domain and the Relay helix. The latter can be identified with 2 elements of our model: the upper half of the relay helix in Fig. 4.2 is the Internal lever arm (black
in figures), and the lower part of is one of the rods of the Converter domain (green in figures)
jointed to point ‘M’. Number 50 in the notation of the actin binding subdomains refers to their
mass: U50 and L50 together is 50 kiloDalton, which is approximately 50000 times the mass of
a single proton (1Da = 1.6605 × 10−27 kg). The rest of the Motor domain are the N-terminal
and the Converter domains, but in our model the Converter is just a transducer element without
DoF, as its position is determined by the rotation of the External lever. As the precise geometry
of the Converter is not well known, therefore in the equations of this section we use linearized
displacements for the Converter domain (but not for other elements!). As the Converter rotates
together with the External lever, no damping is applied on it, it can be incorporated into the rotational damping of the External lever. The N-terminal subdomain is blue in Fig. 4.1, but dark
green in all further figures, while the Converter is light green in all figures, identical with the
colour of the External lever as its position is determined by ϕ, the rotation of the external lever
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Figure 4.1: Image of a skeletal muscle myosin II molecule in the (external) ‘Lever down’ state
from Yang et al. (2007), with the elements newly introduced in this chapter: U50, L50, Nterminal subdomain, the Converter domain and the External lever arm. ELC is the Essential
light chain and RLC is Regulatory light chain, involved in the Ca2+ activation process. In our
model, they move together with the External lever arm.
arm. The N-terminal can be considered as a support for all subdomains: the Upper and Lower
actin binding regions are fixed to it through joint ‘J’ and the Internal lever is fixed through
(jointed) support ‘M’. The Converter is jointed to the terminal end of the Internal lever and to
support ‘M’. See Fig. 4.4 for details.
To have another view about the arrangement of the subdomains, let us have a look now at
Fig. 4.2. An important feature of the relative orientation of U50 and L50 is not clearly visible
because of their complicated shape, but one can recognize that there is a gap between them
called cleft in the literature. In vivo, it can be filled with water, or can be closed when myosin
is strongly bound to actin. It has been proven that the cleft closes (Takács et al., 2011) before
actin binding (i.e. U50 and L50 approach each other), leading to a conformation that fits well
into the binding sites on the actin filament.
Another important feature of myosin can be figured out from the ribbon representation that
can be seen on the left side in Fig. 4.2, where – besides U50 and L50 – many other elements
are indicated. The important element for our investigation is the relay helix, because recently, a
tilting motion – called seesaw motion in the literature (Fischer et al., 2005; Kühner and Fischer,
2011) – of this element has been observed during the enzymatic cycle: it tilts to- and fro, and
this motion is strongly coupled with the cleft’s closure (Fischer et al., 2005; Málnási-Csizmadia
and Kovács, 2010; Kühner and Fischer, 2011). As we will see at the end of this chapter, the
Internal lever of our model has the same direction and magnitude of rotation as that of the
relays observed in X-ray crystallographic experiments, and the cleft closure is coupled with
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this rotation.
We assume that the relay can become polar and thus hydrophilic so that it can form a
‘droplet’ of water molecules at its terminal end in the gap between the two actin binding regions.
In our model, this droplet is represented by a black circle that belongs to the Internal lever (black
rod). Furthermore, we assume that the black circle can slide without friction with respect to
U50 and L50. The reason why we assume a frictionless contact with U50 and L50 is that, with
the exception of the relay helix, myosin is much less polar than the surrounding solvent (i.e.
myosin is hydrophobic), therefore the Upper and Lower actin binding regions are permanently
favouring the closure in order to be less exposed to solvent molecules. The water ‘droplet’ is
fixed at the end of the relay helix, so it can keep the cleft open between U50 and L50.
Also, the hydrophobic nature of myosin implies a permanent pressure, pressing myosin
towards the actin filament, to reduce surface exposed to water, thus myosin prefers to be bound
to actin.
This permanent pressure from outside, with a circle spanning out from inside can be modelled as a frictionless contact with both tension and compression bearing capability. Thus the
motion of the U50 and the L50 is determined by the position of the circle at the end of the
relay helix, as can be seen in Fig. 4.4 which is the model for the molecule seen in Fig. 4.1 and
Fig. 4.2.
We have mentioned before that in our model, the relay helix is represented by two elements:
the Internal lever (with the circle mimicking the water droplet at one of its ends, both of them
are black in figures), and one rod (green in figures) of the Converter domain, which is linked
to the Internal lever via torsional spring kϕI above joint ‘M’, see Fig. 4.4. (Like in the previous
chapter, ki will be used for the stiffness of a spring and also as reference to the spring itself.)
As can be seen in the bottom of the same figure, the positions of the two rods of the Converter domain are determined by the rotation ϕ of the External lever arm, but the Internal lever
can rotate independently around point ‘M’, therefore two basic variables of our model are the
rotation ϕ of the External lever arm, and the rotation u of the Internal lever arm.
In the previous chapter, the rotational DoF of the Motor domain was omitted, now we
assume the same for the N-terminal subdomain (see legend of Fig. 4.5): it has just translational
DoF in direction parallel (x) and perpendicular (y) to the actin filament. Even though the newly
introduced U50 and L50 subdomains can rotate with respect to the N-terminal about joint ‘J’,
as described above, we assume a frictionless perfect contact with the black circle at the end
of the Internal lever. This implies that none of the actin binding subdomains have independent
DoF, they can be expressed from the rotation of the Internal lever. Furthermore, as the actin
binding regions have complicated geometry, we do not assign individual damping constants
to them, we consider them to be included in the damping coefficient cH of the Internal lever
arm. Therefore, similarly to the previous chapter, one myosin head has 4 DoF (see Fig. 4.5 (a)):
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Figure 4 2: Ribbon representation of myosin II from Málnási-Csizmadia and Kovács (2010) in
the (External) lever ‘Up’ and ‘Down’ state It can be observed that the relay helix (the black
Internal lever and one of the green rods of the Converter domain jointed to ‘M’ in our model)
performs the ‘seesaw’ motion a tilt around the Fulcrum during the enzymatic cycle The Fulcrum is point ‘M’ in our model as can be seen on the right side The four black circles indicate
the assumed water droplet described in the text
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Thick filament: a bundle of LMMs
S2

N−terminal subdomain

S1
Upper actin binding region (U50)

Converter
L50

Figure 4.3: Random forces and moment (blue) acting on a single myosin head composed of 7
rigid elements ( plus the thick filament, but it belongs to 300 myosin heads in the sarcomere,
therefore not to a single head). Notations S1, S2 and LMM come from Fig. 1.3. S1 contains all
the elements of the Motor domain and the External lever arm. The two arrows at both ends of
random quantities refer to the zero expected value of thermal noise.

xT , yM , ϕ and u are the basic variables, where xT is the horizontal coordinate of the top of
the External lever arm, yM is the vertical coordinate of the N-terminal subdomain and ϕ is the
rotation of the External lever arm. Previously, u was the displacement of the bottom of spring
kH , but as indicated in the bottom of Fig. 4.4, now we use u, the angle of the Internal lever with
respect to the N-terminal subdomain, which is indicated in the bottom of Fig. 4.4. Similarly to
the model of the previous chapter it can be proven, that the distance to the spring kH from joint
‘M’ is not an important parameter: a softer spring with larger excitement ∆ and less damping
coefficient cH can be identical to a harder spring with smaller ∆ and higher damping coefficient
cH close to joint ‘M’, so the distance can be taken to unity.
In Fig. 4.3, we show how our model of a myosin head is connected to the thick filament,
where the random forces and moments are indicated in blue. On the same figure, the dashed
blue arrows indicate the permanent effect of hydrophobicity of myosin which motivates it to
become bound to actin with less surface exposed to water molecules. This effect is considered
in our model as a permanent force downwards. Hydrophobicity is also responsible for the cleft
closure.
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Figure 4.4: Top: Subdomains forming the Motor domain in relaxed state, when both angles u
and ϕ are zero. Bottom: A non-equilibrium position of myosin when both u and ϕ are non-zero.
The position of all of the elements of the Motor domain is determined by xM , yM , u and ϕ.
(Note that ϕ is positive clockwise, while u is positive counter-clockwise.) Variable xM is not a
basic variable, it can be expressed by xT and ϕ. Variable u determines all angles, γ and ω, and
thus gives the position of U50 and L50. Keep in mind, that for the position of the two green rods
of the Converter, we use the External lever’s rotation ϕ, which, by linearized displacements is
ϕC = ϕd/β. The Converter’s damping is incorporated in the rotational damping of the External
lever. However, as can be seen in the bottom, all elements except the Converter domain perform
large displacements according to trigonometrical functions. U50 and L50 is jointed to the Nterminal through ‘J’, and their position is determined by the position of the black circle. Thick
segments of U50 and L50 indicate their parts that can touch the geometric constraint.
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4.2.2 Strokes of the enzymatic cycle
Similarly to the system of the previous chapter, the four strokes can also be observed in the
extended model, which are described in this subsection.
ATP hydrolysis involving actin binding
In (a) of Fig. 4.5, a relaxed head can be seen in the (External) lever ‘UP’ state with ϕ =
yM = u = 0. In this conformation, myosin is ready to hydrolyze ATP. The extended model
of this chapter permits a much more realistic consideration of the hydrolysis. According to
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, we apply random forces on the upper terminal end of the
vertical black spring connected to the Internal lever on the bottom, and to the N-terminal on
the top. The variance of the random force is obtained from the damping cH of the Internal lever
through Eq. (4.3). When the upper end of the spring reaches a prescribed compressed position
∆E corresponding to the 25kB T energy of ATP hydrolysis, its terminal end is fixed, locking the
high internal energy state, which can be considered as the state when hydrolysis has occurred.
Like in the previous chapter, subscript ‘E’ refers to the ‘excited’ state. This compressed state
of the spring forces the Internal lever to rotate ‘down’ (counter-clockwise) about joint ‘M’ with
the black circle representing the water droplet at its end. As both the Upper and Lower actin
binding regions are jointed to the N-terminal through ‘J’, two things occur simultaneously (see
Fig. 4.4):
First, the black circle gets further from ‘J’, thus the gap between U50 and L50 decreases.
This – previously mentioned – phenomenon is called cleft closure in literature, and as our
model takes the true geometry of myosin into account, the system performs the 25◦ -rotation
of the cleft (more precisely the rotation of the bisectrix of the angle between U50 and L50)
observed in many works, like in the article by Yang et al. (2007) used for Fig. 4.1.
Second, as the black circle’s centre moves on a circle about joint ‘M’, and both U50 and L50
are jointed to ‘J’, a counter-clockwise rotation of both the Upper and the Lower actin binding
regions occur, again, in accordance with the values available in the literature (Yang et al., 2007).
The cleft closure enables myosin to get bound to actin, which is governed by hydrophobicity
indicated in blue in Fig. 4.5. Thus myosin reaches the actin bound (pre-powerstroke) state,
which is part (b) of the same figure.
Actin-bound state initiating the powerstroke
The actin bound state ends when the rotation of the Internal lever has reached a prescribed
value equal to the half of ∆E (devided by unit distance), so we assume that the Internal lever
has a support that inhibits its further rotation. Even though the vertical black spring finds an
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Figure 4.5: Four conformations of the four-stroke cyclic behaviour of Myosin II. In (a), basic
variables are indicated in brown. The dashed arrows indicate the motions required to achieve
the next conformation. Also in (a), the system is in relaxed state, when all springs are relaxed
(except the one representing the permanent pressure of hydrophobicity, see later Eq. (4.28) and
in Fig. 4.8) and both angles u and ϕ are zero. The cycle starts when the vertical spring gets
compressed by ∆. The (dark green) N-terminal has no rotational DoF, the position of all of the
elements of the Motor domain are determined by xM , yM , u and ϕ as U50 and L50 are linked
(without friction) to the black circle, and jointed to the N-terminal through joint ‘J’. Variable
xM is not a basic variable, it can be expressed by xT and ϕ. States (a) and (c) indicate the ‘Lever
up’ and ‘Lever down states’ of Fig. 4.2. The stiffnesses of springs are indicated in (d).
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equilibrium in the bound state with its internal support, the whole system is not yet in equilibrium: it is now the rotational spring (indicated with a half circle) above joint ‘M’ (see Fig. 4.5
(b)), that is strained, which triggers the performance of the powerstroke, as joint ‘D’ is fixed to
the N-terminal: the External lever – by its upper point – pulls the whole thick filament forward
through the S2 part indicated with a red horizontal segment in Fig. 4.5. This is the moment when
the current head contributes actively to the contraction of the sarcomere. After the powerstroke,
the so called post-powerstroke conformation is reached, which can be seen in Fig. 4.5 (c).

Arrival of fresh ATP leading to rapid dissociation from actin
Meanwhile, as the torsional spring gets more and more relaxed, the black Internal lever can
rotate further counter-clockwise, increasing further the cleft closure. This is consistent with
experiments (Takács et al., 2011) demonstrating the increasing strength of connection during
the powerstroke. Thus, when the powerstroke is completed, our system, just like myosin, stays
strongly bound to actin, waiting for a fresh ATP to arrive. Under physiological conditions,
ATP is available in such high concentration, that its arrival can be considered as immediate
after the powerstroke. In our system, the arrival of ATP is modelled by restoring the terminal
end of the vertical spring to its initial position if the External lever has reached a prescribed
value. This provokes rapid dissociation from actin, leading to the pre-recovery conformation,
see Fig. 4.5 (d). Note, that we required the rotation u of the Internal lever to be ∆E /2 and thus
the removal of the upper end of the vertical spring kH does not trigger any energy input into
the system.

Recovery-stroke towards the next binding site
With the fresh ATP in its ‘backpack’ (called nucleotide binding pocket), myosin can begin to
search for a new binding site: the rotational spring – by its internal strain – initiates a motion
reversal compared to the powerstroke. This is the recovery stroke, when the External lever
moves forward with respect to the thick filament, preparing for catching hold of the next binding
site, for performing the next powerstroke.

4.3

Equations for the elements of the system

Figure. 4.6 shows all the subdomains of a myosin head. In the following subsections, we write
all geometric and dynamic equations required for the solution of the system.
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Figure 4.6: Subdomains of a myosin head with forces acting on each of them. First subscripts
indicate the object on which the force or moment is exerted, the second refers to the other
body, which exerts the force or the moment. Colours also refer to the body that exerts the force.
Forces in orange arise from the geometrical constraint. Damping is indicated in blue except the
dashed force SM y acting on the N-terminal, which is caused by the hydrophobia of myosin in
vivo, see Eq. (4.28) and the text after, for details.

4.3.1 External lever arm
Like in the previous chapter, the equation system describing myosin’s motion is non-linear, so
the displacement (xM , yM ) and thus the velocity (ẋM , ẏM ) of the myosin Motor domain differs
both in x and y directions from the central point (xL , yL ) of the External lever arm.
Horizontally:
ℓ
(4.4)
xL = xT + sin(ϕ0 − ϕ),
2
ℓ
(4.5)
ẋL = ẋT − ϕ̇ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ).
2
Vertically:
ℓ
yL = yM − ∆yDM − cos(ϕ0 − ϕ),
(4.6)
2
ℓ
ẏL = ẏM − ϕ̇ sin(ϕ0 − ϕ),
(4.7)
2
where ∆yDM is the vertical offset between support ‘M’ and ‘D’, see Fig. 4.4. Note, that just
like in the previous case, we use xT as horizontal but yM as vertical variable.
We want to use damping coefficients based on Stokes’ law, so for calculating the damping
forces acting on the External lever, we have to know its velocity in the axial (i.e. parallel) and
perpendicular directions:
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Figure 4.7: Left side: relaxed lever (i.e. ϕ = 0) with an initial deviation ϕ0 =40◦ in case of
myosin II. Right side: Forces acting on the External lever arm rotated by ϕ. Colours indicate
the origin of the effect: forces in dark green come from the Motor domain, black from the
Internal lever, red from one of the cables of the thick filament. Damping forces and moments
are indicated in blue together with the random forces and moments acting according to the
Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem. Note that due to the linearization of the internal displacements, d remains constant while the External lever rotates. This is equivalent to a rack from the
Internal lever running on a cog-wheel about point D.
The parallel component:
vk = ẋL sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) + ẏL cos(ϕ0 − ϕ).

(4.8)

The perpendicular component:
v⊥ = ẋL cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) − ẏL sin(ϕ0 − ϕ).

(4.9)

These values with coefficients ck and c⊥ give the forces acting on the External lever, while
the rotational damping gives a moment see Fig. 4.7. The positive directions of vk and v⊥ are
shown in Fig. 4.7.
The balance of moments about point ‘P’ for the forces acting on the External lever arm:
ℓ
ℓ
(ck vk + Rk ) sin(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) + (c⊥ v⊥ + R⊥ ) cos(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) − cϕ ϕ̇ϕ
2
2
−Mrand + Dx ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) − SLC d = 0,

(4.10)

where
Dx = cM x ẋM + RM x − FU P sin ǫU P − FLO sin ǫLO ,

SLC =

kϕI (ϕ βd − u)
β

.

(4.11)

In Eq. (4.10), u is the rotation of the Internal lever arm, RM x , Rk , R⊥ and MRand are the random
forces and the moment with variance according to Eq. (4.3). The forces FU P and FLO appear
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if the U50 and the L50 touches the geometric constraint. The direction of these forces can vary
according to the type of contact: if the corner of U50 or L50 is sliding on the horizontal constraint, the force is vertical, otherwise it is inclined, see Fig. 4.8 for details. SLC was obtained
from the balance of moments on the Converter, see Fig. 4.12.

4.3.2 Motor domain and its subdomains
The Motor domain (with the Internal lever) consists of 6 rigid elements, as shown in Fig. 4.4,
while forces are indicated in separate free-body diagrams, see Figs. 4.9 –4.13.
N-terminal:
As can be seen in Fig. 4.4, the coordinates (xM , yM ) of the Motor domain refer to support ‘M’
of the N-terminal. From Fig. 4.14, we see that xM can be expressed as a function of the basic
variables:
xM = xT + ℓ sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) − d − β,
(4.12)
ẋM = ẋT − ϕ̇ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ).

(4.13)

Note that the displacements of the Converter domain are linearized, so d, β are independent of
ϕ. The vertical coordinate yM is a basic variable, so yT should be expressed as a function of
yM , but as we assume no vertical damping at the External lever’s top point, we will not need it
for the calculations. The equation representing the horizontal resolution of the forces acting on
the N-terminal is:
−FN U P x + FLOx − FN Ix + Dx − ẋM cM x − RM x = 0.

(4.14)

The vertical resolution of the forces acting on the N-terminal is:
−FN U P y − FLOy + FN Iy + EN C + Dy − ẏM cM y + SM y − RM y = 0.

(4.15)

Forces are indicated in Fig. 4.9, but as can be seen in Eqs. (4.14 and 4.15), we have undesired
unknowns (FN U P , FN LO , FN I and FN C ), therefore we will write equations on several elements
together in the next subsection.
The Upper and Lower Actin Binding Regions (U50, L50):
For obtaining the coordinates xU P , yU P of U50 and xLO , yLO of L50, we first have to calculate
the half angle ω(u) of the cleft at joint ‘J’, see Fig. 4.4:
!


RC
RC
ω(u) = arcsin
, (4.16)
= arcsin p
ℓCJ
(α cos(u) − ∆xM J )2 + (α sin(u) + ∆yM J )2
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Figure 4.8: Forces acting on the N-terminal together with U50 and L50 subdomains, the Converter and the Internal lever. From the horizontal resolution of the forces we obtain Dx , required
for Eq. (4.10). Dashed blue arrows indicate the permanent pressure on the Motor domain arising from hydrophobic effects. Its resultant SM y is assumed to act as a vertical force on the
N-terminal subdomain. The angle ǫ and its sign is indicated in brown. When sliding on the red
segment of U50 or on the magenta segment of L50, the constraint force is perpendicular to the
segment itself. Another case is the case of a constraint force at corner κU P or κLO , when the
force is perpendicular to the geometric constraint. In the figure, the case of sliding on the red or
magenta segment is indicated and the case of sliding on the horizontal constraint, when ǫ = 0.
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where RC is the radius of the water droplet, and ℓCJ is the distance between points C and J.
Then, we need the angle γ of segment ‘CJ’ with the vertical:


α cos(u) − ∆xM J
,
(4.17)
γ(u) = arctan
α sin(u) + ∆yM J
where ∆xM J and ∆yM J are the horizontal and vertical projections of segment ‘MJ’.
Then the corner of the Upper actin binding region is at:
xU P = xJ − ℓU P sin(γ + ω),

yU P = yJ + ℓU P cos(γ + ω),

(4.18)

where ℓU P is the distance between point ‘J’ and the corner with angle κU P , see Fig. 4.10 for
details.
From these data, if κU P is known, all possible contact points can be calculated, thus we
obtain ∆xU P J and ∆yU P J . (The possible contacts of U50 with the geometric constraint are
indicated in Fig. 4.10.) U50 (just like L50) has no damping, it moves together with the Internal
lever, therefore we want to calculate the force SU P C to know the force acting on the Internal
lever. This can be obtained from the balance of moments about point ‘J’ for the forces acting
on U50:
FU P cos ǫU P ∆xU P J − FU P sin ǫU P ∆yU P J
SU P C =
.
(4.19)
ℓCJ cos(γ + ω)
The coordinates of the Lower actin binding region are:
xLO = xJ − ℓLO sin(γ − ω),

yLO = yJ + ℓLO cos(γ − ω),

(4.20)

where ℓLO is the distance between point ‘J’ and the corner with angle κLO , see Fig.( 4.11).
The value of SLOC can be obtained from the balance of moments about point ‘J’ for the forces
acting on L50:
FLO cos ǫLO ∆xLOJ − FLO sin ǫLO ∆yLOJ
,
(4.21)
SLOC =
ℓCJ cos(γ − ω)

In the equation above, the values of ∆xLOJ and ∆yLOJ are calculated by the numerical simulation, where the program verifies in every timestep if one or both of the actin binding regions
have touched the geometrical constraint.
The two rods of the Converter domain:

These rods are determined by the rotation of the External lever. When deriving the equation
system, we only need the moment in the torsional spring above support ‘M’, which requires the
knowledge of angle ϕC , see Fig. 4.12:
ϕC = ϕd/β.

(4.22)
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Figure 4.10: Free-body diagram of the Upper actin binding region (U50). This element has
no damping, it just transmits the forces arising from the contact with geometric constraint.
All three possible cases during the cyclic motion shown in Fig. 4.5 are indicated in the figure:
contact with the left corner of the binding valley; sliding on the horizontal part of the constraint;
or contact with right corner of the binding valley. As we want to know the force SU P C for the
Internal lever’s equation, we write the balance of moments about ‘J’. The required geometric
quantities are indicated in figure. ∆xU P J and ∆yU P J can be calculated from the shape of the
constraint, and the position of point ‘J’ of the N-terminal. The thicker red segments play role in
the system, while the upper (thin) contour has no importance, it just follows the contour known
from X-ray crystallography.
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Figure 4.11: Free-body diagram of the Lower actin binding region (L50). This element has no
damping, it just transmits the forces arising from the contact with geometric constraint. All
possible cases during the cyclic motion shown in Fig. 4.5 are indicated in the figure:sliding on
the horizontal part of the constraint; or contact with right corner of the binding valley. As we
want to know the force SLOC for the Internal lever’s equation, we write the balance of moments
on ‘J’. The required geometric quantities are indicated in figure. ∆xLOJ and ∆yLOJ can be
calculated from the shape of the constraint, and the position of point ‘J’ of the N-terminal. The
two magenta segments forming κLO play role in the system, the right (thin) side of the triangle
has no importance. The colours of forces refer to the bodies by which the forces are exerted.
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Figure 4.12: Free-body diagram of the Converter domain. Moment in black caused by the
Internal lever on the Converter by the relative angle (u − ϕ), see Fig.( 4.13.
In the following, we need MLI and SCL which can be obtained from the balance of moments
about point ‘M’ for the forces acting on the two rods of the Converter domain, see Fig. 4.12:
MLI

d
= kϕI (ϕ − u),
β

SCL =

kϕI (ϕ βd − u)
β

.

(4.23)

The Internal lever:
One of its ends is support ‘M’, the other is the centre of the water ‘droplet’:
xC = xM − α cos(u),

(4.24)

yC = yM + α sin(u).

(4.25)

The angular velocity of the Internal lever from the equilibrium of moments on the Internal
lever arm about point ‘M’ is:
u̇ =

1
{SH 1 + MIL + SCU P [sin(ω + γ)α cos(u) + cos(ω + γ)α sin(u)]
−cH
+SCLO [cos(γ − ω)α sin(u) − sin(γ − ω)α cos(u)]}.

(4.26)
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Figure 4.13: Forces acting on the Internal lever arm in a displaced position. Colours indicate
the origin of effect.
In this equation MLI can be expressed by the basic variables according to Eq.(4.23), while
SU P C and SLOC can be obtained from Eqs.(4.19) and (4.21) which contain the forces FU P and
FLO coming from the geometrical constraint. With the substitution of Eqs. (4.23), (4.19) and
(4.21) into Eq. (4.26), we get one of the equations of the equation system, see below.

4.4

Dynamic equation system for the whole myosin head

Similarly to the previous chapter, we get an equation system of four unknowns, we need four
equations for the four unknowns. The first is the horizontal resolution for the forces acting on
all of the subdomains of the myosin head (see Fig. 4.14):
−ẋM cM x − RM x − (ck vk + Rk ) sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) − (c⊥ v⊥ + R⊥ ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)
+

X

FU P i sin ǫU P i +

X

FLOi sin ǫLOi − FT = 0.

(4.27)

The second equation is the vertical resolution for the forces acting on all of the subdomains
(again, see Fig. 4.14):
kM (y0 − yM ) − ẏM cM y − RM y − (ck vk + Rk ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) + (c⊥ v⊥ + R⊥ ) sin(ϕ0 − ϕ)
+

X

FU P i cos ǫU P i +

X

FLOi cos ǫLOi = 0,

(4.28)
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Figure 4.14: Forces acting on all of the elements of the system. Damping and random forces are
indicated in blue, the dashed blue force is caused by the permanent pressure from hydrophobicity, while constraint forces are in orange.
The first term kM (y0 − yM ) (dashed blue force SM y in figures) is a crucial one, which arises
from hydrophobic effects: the myosin molecule always tries to be less exposed to solvent,
therefore it is trying to find a binding site on actin. If the cleft is open, the head cannot fit into
the binding site, but in closed conformation, hydrophobia enables myosin to become strongly
bound to actin. We summed the forces of the geometric constraint, as they can act simultaneously.
The third equation is the balance of moments about point ‘P’ for the forces acting on the
External lever arm, see Eq. (4.10), and the fourth one is the balance of moments about point
‘M’ for the forces acting on the Internal lever arm, see Eq.( 4.26).
Thus, similarly to the system of the previous chapter, we get an equation system with four
unknowns:

 


qx
ẋT
cxx cxy cxϕ 0

 

 c
 yx cyy cyϕ 0   ẏM   qy 
(4.29)
.
=


 cϕx cϕy cϕϕ 0   ϕ̇   qL 
qu
u̇
0
0
0 cuu1

The first two lines are the horizontal and the vertical resolution of the forces acting on all of
the elements of the system: the External lever arm, the N-terminal subdomain, the Converter
domain, the Upper actin binding region, the Lower actin binding region and the Internal lever
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arm. Thus these equations do not contain any internal force, just the external ones as can be
seen in Fig. 4.14.
The damping coefficients in the system above are:
cxx = −cxT − cM x − ck sin2 (ϕ0 − ϕ) − c⊥ cos2 (ϕ0 − ϕ),

(4.30)

cxy = cyx = sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)(c⊥ − ck ),

(4.31)

ℓ
cxϕ = cϕx = ck sin(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) sin(ϕ0 − ϕ)
2
ℓ
+c⊥ cos(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) + cM x ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ),
2
cyy = −cM y − ck cos2 (ϕ0 − ϕ) − c⊥ sin2 (ϕ0 − ϕ),

(4.32)
(4.33)

ℓ
ℓ
(4.34)
cyϕ = cϕy = ck sin(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) − c⊥ cos(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) sin(ϕ0 − ϕ),
2
2
ℓ2
ℓ2
cϕϕ = −cLϕ − ck sin2 (2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) − c⊥ cos2 (2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) − cM x ℓ2 cos2 (ϕ0 − ϕ), (4.35)
4
4
cuu = −cH .
(4.36)
The first term cxT in Eq.( 4.30) is the damping coefficient of the half of the S2 part seen in the
introduction in Fig. 1.3, which is associated to xT in our model. In some of the simulations,
we model the motion of a head jointed to the thick filament, in this case, we have S2 and
thus also cxT (in this case no ‘direct’ load FT was applied), but we also performed simulations
on individual S1s (a complete S1 can be seen in Fig. 4.14), in these cases we had cxT = 0.
Similarly to the model of the previous chapter the reciprocity cij = cji holds for each damping
coefficient of the (tangent) damping matrix.
The load vector on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.29) contains terms arising from the stiffness
of the system, and the random forces caused by thermal collisions:
qx = FT + RxT + RM x + Rk sin(ϕ0 − ϕ) + R⊥ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ)
X
X
−
FU P i sin ǫU P i −
FLOi sin ǫLOi ,

qy = kM (yM − y0 ) + RM y + Rk cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) − R⊥ sin(ϕ0 − ϕ)
X
X
−
FU P i cos ǫU P i −
FLOi cos ǫLOi ,

ℓ
ℓ
qϕ = −Rk sin(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) − R⊥ cos(2ϕ0 − 2ϕ) + MRand
2
2
h
i
X
X
d
+ −RM x +
FU P i sin ǫU P i +
FLOi sin ǫLOi ℓ cos(ϕ0 − ϕ) + kϕI (ϕ − u),
β
d
qu = −kH ∆ + u(kϕI + kH ) − ϕkϕI .
β

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)
(4.40)
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According to the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem, the term RxT appearing in Eq. (4.37) is
non-zero, only when we have cxT 6= 0 in Eq. (4.30). Note, that the forces FU P and FLO arising from the contact with the kinematic constraint are unknowns in equation system (4.29). As
these are the forces keeping myosin on the constraint, whenever they are not zero, the DoF of
the system is reduced, and then, after the solution of the reduced system, they could be determined by substitution into the dynamic equations. Instead of beginning these very complicated
derivations, let us have a look at Eq. (4.3) for estimating a suitable timestep for the numerical simulation. As we will see in the next subsection, we will not need the derivations of the
reduced systems.

4.5

Values of parameters

Timestep required
The Gaussian density function of the forces of thermal collisions is:


1
x2
p(x, t) = √
exp − 2 .
2σ
2πσ 2

(4.41)

As we shall see below, a suitable timestep is ∆t = 1 nanosecond. Substituting this value into
Eq. (4.3), with kB = 0.013806pN nm/K, T = 300K, the viscosity of water η = 0.001pN µs/nm2
and (overestimated) radius of the Motor domain of myosin r = 2nm, we obtain σ 2 = 156.1pN 2 .
Integrating this on [−20; 20] with respect to x, with σ 2 = 156.1pN 2 , we get 0.89, which
means that the chance for a force with absolute value greater than 20 is about 11%. As the
powerstroke of myosin has a force in the magnitude of 20pN , so the answer for the question of
this is a suitable step.
On the other hand, with the data above, we can estimate the displacement in one timestep
in case of a force of 20 pN with damping coefficient cM = 6πηr = 0.0377pN µs/nm as
0.001 × 20/0.0377 = 0.53nm. Dividing these random steps with 10 substeps, we get 0.053nm
a value that is already little even compared to the nanometer size of myosin.
Due to these facts we do not have to apply any numerical method more complicated than the
simplest Euler method: we get the velocity by dividing the forces by the damping coefficients.
As the distance made in one timestep is small even compared to the size of myosin, there is
no need for complicated derivations of reduced DoF, we can model the constraints as flexible
surfaces: if a point of the body has entered into the constraint region, a force is applied on it
proportional to the depth of submersion. The springs of the constraint should be stiff enough
to keep the body on it, but not too stiff, as this can lead to unrealistic numerical fluctuations
destabilizing the calculations. We found that a stiffness around a few hundred pN/nm meets
these requirements.
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Geometric parameters
We assumed the External lever arm to be a regular cylinder of length ℓ and radius Rℓ , while we
took the Motor domain to be a sphere of radius RM . Some of the geometric parameters were
equal to those of the previous chapter (which were taken from Bagshaw (1993) and Howard
(2001)): the length of the External lever arm is ℓ = 8 nm; the radius of the External lever Rℓ =
1.5 nm; and its initial angle ϕ0 = 40◦ . The radius of the Motor domain was taken to RM = 2 nm,
while we obtained RC = 0.35 nm for the radius of the water droplet by parameter investigation.
There were many other geometric parameters of the subdomains of the Motor domain, we
obtained them from the available crystallographic data of myosin II. More precisely, we used
crystallographic data of a special conformation, called Post-rigor state, of chicken skeletal
muscle myosin II. Its Protein Data Bank Code is ‘2Mys’ (see www.pdb.org for details). In
Fig. 4.15, the numbers are the identifier numbers of some amino-acids of myosin II (more
precisely, of ‘2Mys’), which have particular importance in our model. The assignment of amino
acids to the points of our model (see Fig. 4.15):
371 := corner of U50 (with κU P on Fig. 4.10);
468 := joint ‘J’;
475 := terminal end of the Internal lever with the water droplet;
502 := unsigned joint of the Converter between its two rods (see Fig. 4.12)
537 := corner of L50 (with κLO on Fig. 4.11);
671 := joint ‘M’.
From the Protein Data Bank values of chicken myosin (denoting the distance by ∆): ∆468−537 =
2.398 nm; ∆468−371 = 4.923 nm; ∆468−671 = 1.833 nm; The relay helix is more precisely known
in rabbit myosin from which we took ∆671−475 = 2.647 nm; ∆671−502 = 1.503 nm; Some of these
quantities could be applied immediately, some of them by basic geometric calculations. All
quantities are indicated in Fig. 4.16 The initial gap between the N-terminal’s point ‘M’ and
the bottom of the binding site was yM 0 = 12nm, and the gap between ‘M’ and the horizontal
plateau was taken 4.8 nm. These values satisfy that none of the actin binding regions touch the
constraint in the initial relaxed state. The inclination of the geometrical constraint was 2.901.
In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 4.5, if the inclination is steeper than the edges of the actin binding regions, their precise value is no so important, it is the width of the binding valley that is
crucial: a narrow valley permits no binding at all, while myosin would not be able to get out
from a too wide binding site. We have set the width of the valley to 4.96 nm, which is a realistic
value for it.
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371: corner of U50

475: end of the internal lever
449 and 468: axis of ’J’
671: ’M’ (fulcrum)

External lever arm

502
537: corner of L50

Figure 4.15: Left:Ribbon representation of myosin II (2Mys), with the representation software
Pymol based on the crystallographic data of ‘2Mys’ from www.pdb.org. Right: the figure of our
model. All colours are like previously, except the Internal lever and its water droplet, which are
blue in figure. The axis through 449 and 468 is nearly perpendicular to the plane of the other
elements and the plane of motion. 468 is close to plane of other points, we take this point to be
point ‘J’ of our model. (See Fig. 4.4.)
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Figure 4.16: Geometric quantities of the simulated system in nanometers. Angles γ0 and ω0 can
be obtained from the distances. κU P was determined by the left side of U50 to be perpendicular
to actin in the initial state. κLO was determined for the bottom edge of L50 to be parallel with
actin. We made these two simple assumptions by the general view of myosin shown in Fig. 4.1,
where myosin goes from up to down on a vertical actin filament.
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Damping parameters
From the geometric values above, all damping parameters in Eqs.(4.42 –4.46) – except that of
the Internal lever – could be obtained with the expressions based on Stokes’ law adapted from
Howard (2001). The damping coefficients of the External lever arm are:
pNµs
2πηℓ
= 6.44 × 10−2
,
ln(l/2Rℓ ) − 0.2
nm

(4.42)

4πηℓ
pNµs
= 5.521 × 10−2
,
ln(l/2Rℓ ) + 0.84
nm

(4.43)

c|| =
c⊥ =
and

1
πηℓ3
3

= 1.671pNnmµs.
(4.44)
ln(l/2Rℓ ) − 0.66
The viscosity of water, as before, is η= 0.001 Pas (Howard, 2001). The damping coefficient of
the Motor domain is:
pNµs
cM x = 6πηRM = 3.7699 × 10−2
.
(4.45)
nm
In cases when we had cxT 6= 0 (i.e. we had S2 in the simulation), it represented the damping
coefficient of the half of S2 (see Fig. 1.3 in Ch. 1). S2 was assumed to be a regular cylinder
staying parallel with actin, thus we used the equation valid for cylinders for velocities parallel
with the axis, from which we obtained (Howard, 2001):
cϕ =

cxT =

pNµs
2πη0.5LS2
= 7.5156 × 10−2
,
ln(0.5LS2 /2RS2 ) − 0.2
nm

(4.46)

where we took LS2 = 60 nm (Bagshaw, 1993) and RS2 = 1.0 nm (Howard, 2001).
It was one of the biggest challenges of the parameter identification to find a suitable damping for the Internal lever. In Subsection 4.2.2, we described how the terminal end of spring kH is
excited. The damping cH of the Internal lever is therefore crucial in the periodicity of myosin’s
enzymatic cycle: even though one would think, that a high damping leads to a slower system,
this is not true, because according to the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem, higher damping
triggers stronger excitation via Eq. (4.3) in a non-linear way, therefore higher damping can increase the probability of the occurrence of the high energy state required for hydrolysis. We
found that an internal damping of cH = 1.2pNµs/nm was a value that gave a periodicity of a
few dozen of milliseconds. (It was varying between 2 and 39 ms, with an average of 20 ms, a
little bit quicker than presented by Howard (2001).)
The rotation of the Internal lever (the seesaw motion mentioned previously) is about 20◦ = 0.
35 rad. As myosin has to get out from the binding valley we required to have a compression u0 =
0.7 nm in spring kH , because this way, with the rest compression suddenly changed into tension,
myosin can detach after the powerstroke and it can reach the initial state with a horizontal
Internal lever arm.
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Stiffnesses

Most of the stiffnesses were determined by the available data about the free energy profile:
kH = 400 pN/nm; as this way the energy from hydrolysis is kH u20 /2 = 98pNnm ∼ 25kB T .
kϕI = 240 pNnm is picked as suitable for obtaining the 3kB T free energy difference of the
lever arm swing observed in experiments (Howard, 2001). A very important stiffness that of
spring kT = 36 pN/nm indicated in red in Fig. 4.23, which links the whole myosin head to the
thick filament.
Other parameters
When changing the kinematic load ∆ from compression to tension in the spring kH , we required
the External lever’s rotation to be over 1.2 radian. Once the head was strongly bound to actin,
the required rotation was attained very quickly, consistently with experiments.
For assuring the stability of numerical simulations, we have limited the magnitude of the
random effects: the permitted maximum was 3 times the variance.

4.6

Simulation results

We solved the equations using Euler method with a very small fixed step-size (30 iterations
were performed in every nanoseconds.) required by the effect of thermal fluctuations and the
stabilty of the numerical simulation.
The first result can be obtained by simple geometric calculations, by taking the quantities
of Fig. 4.16 into account. During the cycle the Internal lever rotates 0.35 rad ≈ 20◦ , and it can
be verified, that this triggers a 11◦ closure of the cleft, while U50 rotates 31◦ and L50 rotates
20◦ with respect to the N-terminal subdomain. These values are strikingly precisely match
the results of crystallographic experiments (Yang et al., 2007), which gives a support for the
assumption of the water droplet within the cleft described at the beginning of this chapter.
The model performs the Lymn-Taylor cyclic motion, as can be seen in Fig 4.17. It consumes
only one ATP per cycle, as there is only one moment per cycle, when energy is introduced into
the system via spring kH . The four strokes are distinguished in Fig 4.18, which is a magnification of a single cycle of what can be seen in Fig 4.17.
The solid plateaus at 4 nm indicate the actin-bound state of myosin, meanwhile the powerstroke is performed by the rotation of the External lever arm.
It is important to emphasize, that both Figs. 4.18 and 4.17 were obtained by removing the
thermal fluctuations, and by artificially high damping: nearly all of them were 100 magnified.
The reason why we did so, is that in reality, the thermal fluctuation is a huge noise on the system and shadows its original features. On the other hand, probabilistic changes are very quick
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Figure 4.17: Time-dependence curves of a slightly loaded (FT = 0.2 pN) myosin head: displacement u of the Internal lever arm (blue in figure), the vertical displacement yM of the
Motor domain (red) and the External lever arm rotation ϕ (green). At the beginning, there is a
transient while the head finds a binding site, then the cycles are performed cyclically around
the same site.

compared to the periodicity, this is the reason why we used high damping. This extremely low
sign/noise ratio is typical for motor proteins: their work gives just a little bias to thermal fluctuations (Howard, 2001). To know the proportion of the timescales of changes and periodicity,
note that in Fig.4.17, even with the artificially high damping, the periodicity is about 10 microsecond, while myosins periodicity is on the order of few dozen milliseconds. This is the
reason, why numerical simulations can be very useful: we can get rid of the thermal effect and
examine the noiseless system, and slow it down, if required. For verifying numerical models,
one has to perform time consuming iterations, and monitor the rapid occurrence of a change in
the system. We did this for our model with the realistic parameters of Sec. 4.5, and obtained
good agreement with experiments: we got back a realistic periodicity of 20 ms, with other
properties described below.

4.6.1 Existence of rigor state
We saw in Chapter 3, the strongly actin-bound state of myosin called rigor state. It has been
demonstrated (p. 259 in the book by Howard (2001)), that the maximum force exerted by a
myosin head exceeds 10 pN. This property is also recovered by the model of this section, see
Fig. 4.19. The high force bearing capability is a crucial feature of myosin enabling it to perform
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Figure 4.18: Four strokes of the model. Equiproportional magnification of dampings gives a
good view about the length of the different strokes, with quick attachment after hydrolysis, a
slower powerstroke followed by rapid dissociation from actin, and the recovery stroke while
myosin prepares for hydrolysis.
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Figure 4.19: Cosinusoidal load (blue in figure) applied on a single myosin head. Force rises up
to 50 pN in 300 microseconds. It is around 30 pN, when the Motor domain is pulled out of the
binding site. For this figure, we used kϕI = 560pN nm consistent with the stiffness obtained
by Veigel et al. (1998).

the (hidden) ratchet mechanism demonstrated at the end of this chapter.

4.6.2 Transition from weakly to strongly bound state
We have also mentioned in Chapter 3, the transition from the weakly to the strongly actin-bound
state of myosin. We have shown in Fig. 3.14 an increasing (vertical) contact force between
actin and myosin. In the new model, there is a permanent pressure from outside – arising
from hydrophobicity – ‘motivating’ myosin to catch a binding site. The value of vertical force
fluctuates caused by random effects, but its mean value is constant. However, in case of being
on the horizontal part of the geometrical constraint, myosin can slide forward and backward in
a Brownian way. Therefore when demonstrating the transition from the weakly to the strongly
bound state, we will examine the position xM of the motor domain instead of the vertical force.
In the following figures, we show a set of simulations, which demonstrate the transition
from the weakly to the strongly bound state.
For demonstrating the transition from the weakly to the strongly bound state, we made a
special set of simulations: we removed the random excitement from the upper terminal end of
spring kH (but not from the Internal lever); we increased the stiffness kH by a factor of 10. This
way, we stabilized the position of the Internal lever in eight positions: from the initial angle 0, up
to the characteristic 0.35 radian value of the strongly bound state, in steps of 0.05 radians. The
following figures clearly show how the variance of the position of the Motor domain decreases
continuously with the growth of the Internal lever’s rotation.
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Figure 4.20: Top: Horizontal position xM of the Motor domain with u = 0 (i.e. totally horizontal
Internal lever, red dots) and u = 0.05 rad rotation (green dots) of the Internal lever arm. Even
though both of them ‘feel’ the binding site at 39.3 nm, thermal effects can easily make them
slide away. Bottom: xM of the Motor domain with u = 0.1 rad (red dots) and u = 0.15 rad
rotation (green dots) of the Internal lever arm. The fluctuations in these cases have an amplitude
of a few nanometers with maximum values around 4 nm.
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Figure 4.21: Top:Horizontal position xM of the Motor domain with u = 0.2 rad (red dots) and
u = 0.25 rad rotation (green dots) of the Internal lever arm. Red dots vary a little bit more, but
both of them stay within a nanometer around a binding site. Bottom: xM of the Motor domain
with u = 0.3 rad (red dots) and the final value – in accordance with crystallographic data – u =
0.35 rad rotation (green dots). This demonstrates the strongly bound state of myosin at the final
position of the Internal lever arm.
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4.6.3 Energy profile
Let us consider now the energy values obtained from enzyme kinetic experiments summarized
in the table on p. 235 in the book by Howard (2001) as follows:
• The attachment costs 14 kB T = 58 pNnm. During this phase u rises up to its final value.
• The powerstroke costs 3 kB T = 12 pNnm. In this phase, the value of u stays constant,
while the energy decreases due to the rotation of the External lever arm.
• The detachment consumes 2 kB T = 8 pNnm, as the value of u decreases following a steep
curve.
• The cycle is completed by the recovery-stroke for an energy cost of 8 kB T = 33 pNnm.
In this period, u decreases further in a decaying manner.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.22, the values indicated in the figure fit the data above except the last
one which differs from that of (Howard, 2001). The difference can be accounted for the fact,
that border of the strokes may vary between different enzyme kinetic labs which can lead to a
difference of a factor of two in the values of energy levels.

4.7

Powerstroke or thermal ratchet?

We have mentioned in the introduction the contradictions around the powerstroke. In a summarized form, we have three statements strongly contradicting the fourth one:
• The amount of free energy liberated from the hydrolysis of a single ATP molecule under
physiological conditions is about 20 or 25kB T = 80–103.5 pNnm.
• There free energy difference between the unbound state and the strongly bound state is
more than 60 percent of the overall free energy liberation, i.e. around 15kB T (Howard,
2001).
• Kinetic studies and other experiments have shown that the lever arm swing is a reversible
process with a free-energy difference about 3kT = 12.32pN nm (Yanagida et al., 2000),
which is a support for the rigidities got from single molecule experiments, but conflicts
with the observed macroscopic efficiency of muscle tissue.
• Experiments on myofibrils have demonstrated that the net thermodynamic efficiency of
skeletal muscle’s contraction can be higher than 50 percent in some cases (Veigel et al.,
1998; Bagshaw, 1993; Rall, 1982).
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Figure 4.22: Overall internal energy stored in the springs connecting the elements of the system (red in figure). The rotation u (blue) indicates the different strokes of myosin’s cycle, the
rotation of the External lever is in green for identifying th powerstroke. The dashed brown horizontal lines gives the proportions of the different strokes in the overall energy available from
ATP hydrolysis.

We have seen on the energy profile, that our model possesses the first three feature of the list
above. But is it capable to satisfy the fourth one? It is, as can be seen in the following figures. In
Fig. 4.23, we show how we set up the system for answering the question: we took the elasticity
of element ‘S2’ into account by kT = 36 pN/nm, consistent with Howard (2001), while the thick
filament moved with constant speed ẋ = 6 nm/ms, which is a realistic value for skeletal muscle
(Howard, 2001), see Fig. 4.23. This way, sooner or later, myosin has to pass over a binding site.
We are only interested in a myosin head, which have already hydrolyzed ATP, and thus is ready
for binding, so we switched our single head in the excited (i.e. hydrolyzed) state. To know the
contribution of the current head to whole contractile machinery (i.e. the thick filament), we just
have to monitor the force in spring kT . This is shown in In Fig. 4.24.
At the beginning, the average value (green in figure) is zero referring to random fluctuations,
but suddenly, it rises up to 25 pN, and then decays in a non-linear way. The first, yellow part is
a short lived period, when the External lever is totally flat, and therefore its rotational stiffness
is cancelled out, as it is no more bended, but pulled parallel with its axis. In this position,
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Figure 4.23: Boundary condition ẋ = 6nm/ms for the simulation, which is the highest contraction velocity of skeletal muscle myosin II. The red spring has a stiffness of 36 pN/nm. The
force in the spring can be calculated after each Euler-step and applied as a known external load
for the next step.

it is spring kT that is strained, but the very important finding of our model, that myosin is
capable of maintaining the high tension in this spring, and this makes it possible to perform
mechanical work: the yellow region is the Kramers ratchet part of the powerstroke with a high
initial stiffness in dashed magenta at the beginning, referring to the axial stiffness kT . This high
stiffness cannot be observed with the available three-bead essays, as other softer parts of the
experimental setup hide this high initial stiffness.
It was the dashed brown inclination referring to the bending stiffness of the External lever,
which was obtained from experiments, but was conflicting the minimal area needed for thermodynamic efficiency. It was the requirement of the minimal area that forced Howard (2001)
to ‘cheat’ with the dashed light blue secant stiffness, ignoring the brown values obtained from
experiments, which were about 10 times below the needed secant stiffness. It is under the long
blue triangle, when the lever rotates, so this moderate area represents the part of the lever’s
rotation, when the tension in spring kϕI decays. Therefore this can be considered as the Eyring
contribution of the lever-arm swing to the total work made in the powerstroke, which seems to
be about one fourth of the contribution of the Kramers mechanism.
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Figure 4.24: Pulling force (in red) exerted by a myosin head on the constantly moving thick
filament. The average force is indicated in green. As the thick filament passes over a binding
site, the average value of the force suddenly rises to about 25 pN indicating that myosin has
found a binding site. As the thick filament passes further, the mean force decreases back to
zero. The high initial initial stiffness in magenta refers to kT , while the lowly inclined brown
stiffness refers to the bending stiffness of the External lever (kϕI in our model).
The yellow polygon represents the Kramers part, while the elongated blue region indicates the
Eyring part of the powerstroke.
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Proposal for further reseach

As demonstrated by the simulations, the lever arm swing is about only 25% of the total mechanical work performed by myosin II. Therefore it is more reasonable to think that most of the
powerstroke is performed by the Kramers mechanism at the beginning of it, and we had better
think about the lever arm swing, as a ‘sensorial’ process, when the current head is informed
about the passing over of the thick filament. The reason why myosin can act as a very precise
sensor is its tricky way of operation: at the beginning of the powerstroke, myosin is weakly
bound to actin, but as shown in Fig. 4.24 it is stabilized by the load itself. As the powerstroke
continues, the load rapidly decays, which could destabilize the Motor domain’s position on
actin, but meanwhile the transition from the weakly to the strongly bound state occurs, which
can be considered as a self-stabilizing process.
Furthermore, it seems that the low bending stiffness of the External lever is not a disadvantage at all: it minimizes the drag exerted by a myosin head, while enough time and space is
given for the head realize that moment of detachment has arrived. In the terminology of engineering, we can think that the lever arm swing is nothing more that a ‘directed’ or ‘initiated’
buckling: at the beginning of the powerstroke (when the Kramers part occurs), the lever arm
has a common axis with S2 which implies the danger of exerting a huge inhibitory force in case
of quick contraction, so we can think about the 3 kB T = 12 pNnm internal energy difference of
the lever arm swing that this ‘guarantees’ a bias for the potential energy landscape, thus even in
the totally coaxial position of the External lever arm and S2, the system prefers buckling due to
its internal tension. So we think that the main role of the powerstroke – which gives only a little
contribution to the mechanical work performed – is not to contribute actively to contraction, but
to exclude or minimize the possibility of a head to inhibit the process of contraction. In view
of these expected findings, we plan to perform simulations about the influence of the values of
parameters on the efficiency and the stability properties of myosin II.
Even though we have not performed enough simulations, we think, that it is very difficult
to imagine a molecular machine more efficient than the system above: the smoothly decaying
non-linear stiffness of myosin II permits the performance of high mechanical work, excludes
or minimizes the possibility of some ‘misworking’ inhibitory stroke, while the huge rotation of
the External lever (required for detachment) gives a very reliable sensory mechanism informing
the head about the necessity of detachment. The last property is crucial in the ‘nano-world’ of
motor proteins, otherwise the permanently huge temperature noise could often mislead the
molecule leading to a waste of the fuel, ATP. Even though the author is not well educated in
the dynamically progressing field of nano-machines, he has the impression that the way how
myosin works gives useful advice to researchers who plan to build up a simple system with
high capability of work performance based on a very precise internal sensory mechanism.
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As a final conclusion of this chapter, we can announce Thesis 3 and Thesis 4:
Thesis 3 I built up an extended model of seven rigid elements that takes into account the experimentally observed shape of the subdomains of myosin II. Into this extended model, I have
incorporated the effect of random forces arising from thermal collisions. It is consistent with
the following experimental results:
• There is 11◦ closure of the cleft during the enzymatic cycle. Meanwhile U50 rotates 31◦
and L50 rotates 20◦ , both of them counter-clockwise with respect to the N-terminal subdomain.
• Energy is supplied only once in each cycle when ATP is hydrolyzed.
• The enzymatic cycle cannot be completed (i.e. much less probable) away from a binding
site, inhibiting the molecule to make futile cycles.
• There exists a stall force, a value of the load when the cyclic behaviour stops.
• During powerstroke, the contact force between actin and the Motor domain increases.
• The energy profile of the system is consistent with the values of experiments.
Based on (Bibó et al., 2012).
We expect our extended model to reproduce all the properties announced in Thesis 2, but the
high computational demand of the calculations, and the necessity of statistically representative
amount of simultations did not permit us to prove all the statements announced in that thesis.
Thesis 4 I discovered a previously unrevealed hidden part of the powerstroke which released
the apparent contradiction since long time between macroscopic measurements on muscle tissue and experimental results performed on individual molecules. I separated two parts of the
powerstroke and I showed the existence of a Kramers mechanism at the beginning of the powerstroke, followed by an Eyring relaxation mechanism.
Based on (Bibó et al., 2012).

List of theses
Thesis 1 I built up an overdamped mechanical system with negligible inertial forces capable
of splitting the spatial and temporal scales of a motor protein with two mechanical functional
sites. I introduced the concept of the damping center, which can be considered as an analogy
with the concept of the center of mass in systems of non-negligible mass.
Based on (Bibó and Károlyi, 2010).
Thesis 2 I created an Internal lever arm model for a single myosin head composed of three
rigid elements with a geometrical constraint that is capable of modelling the four-stroke enzymatic cycle of myosin II. It provides piecewise exponential time-displacement curves consistent
with the following experimental results:
• Energy is supplied only once in each cycle when ATP is hydrolyzed.
• The enzymatic cycle cannot be completed away from a binding site, inhibiting the molecule
to make futile cycles.
• The frequency of cycles decreases as the load increases due to the slow-down of the
enzymatic cycle.
• The ratio of the bound state per the overall periodicity (i.e. the duty ratio) increases as
the load increases.
• There exists a stall force, a value of the load when the cyclic behaviour stops.
• In lack of ATP, myosin II stays strongly bound to actin, and only a huge force can pull
the molecule away from a binding site.
• During powerstroke, the contact force between actin and the Motor domain increases.
• The energy profile of the system is consistent with the values obtained from experiments.
Based on (Bibó et al., 2010).
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Thesis 3 I built up an extended model of seven rigid elements that takes into account the experimentally observed shape of the subdomains of myosin II. Into this extended model, I have
incorporated the effect of random forces arising from thermal collisions. It is consistent with
the following experimental results:
• There is 11◦ closure of the cleft during the enzymatic cycle. Meanwhile U50 rotates 31◦
and L50 rotates 20◦ , both of them counter-clockwise with respect to the N-terminal subdomain.
• Energy is supplied only once in each cycle when ATP is hydrolyzed.
• The enzymatic cycle cannot be completed (i.e. much less probable) away from a binding
site, inhibiting the molecule to make futile cycles.
• There exists a stall force, a value of the load when the cyclic behaviour stops.
• During powerstroke, the contact force between actin and the Motor domain increases.
• The energy profile of the system is consistent with the values of experiments.
Based on (Bibó et al., 2012).
Thesis 4 I discovered a previously unrevealed hidden part of the powerstroke which released
the apparent contradiction since long time between macroscopic measurements on muscle tissue and experimental results performed on individual molecules. I separated two parts of the
powerstroke and I showed the existence of a Kramers mechanism at the beginning of the powerstroke, followed by an Eyring relaxation mechanism.
Based on (Bibó et al., 2012).
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